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ABOUT THIS REPORT: µMONITORING ACCESS TO JUSTICE 
FOR DISABLED WITNESSES OF DISABILITY HATE CRIME¶ 
This report, Monitoring Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses of Disability Hate 
Crime describes the work of the first phase of the Disabled Witness Project 2012-18 
in examining the operation of the law relating to Disability Hate Crime, with a view to 
ensuring that disabled victims of Disability Hate Crime could gain protection through 
Whe laZ. IW oXWlineV Whe DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW¶V findingV UelaWing Wo Whe challengeV 
that in practice often prevent the disabled witness from gaining legal protection and 
recommendations aV Wo ZhaW coXld be done fXUWheU Wo enVXUe ³eTXal jXVWice´3 for 
disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime. 
The Report is divided into four parts. 
Part 1 - Disabled Witness Project: Monitoring Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses 
of Disability Hate Crime in the Royal Borough of Greenwich introduces the Disabled 
Witness Project. This section describes the background to the setting up of the 
Disabled Witness Project, a community research project reviewing the operation of the 
law relating to Disability Hate Crime: development of the social model of disability; the 
SioneeUing ZoUk of GUeenZich¶V diVabled commXniW\ VXSSoUWed b\ Whe MeWUoSoliWan 
Police Service (MPS); the University of Greenwich School of Law¶V (UoGSL) research 
into Disability Rights as Human Rights; the Greenwich Association of Disabled 
PeoSle¶V CenWUe foU IndeSendenW LiYing4 (GAD)/UoGSL) Partnership; developments in 
international, domestic law and Government policy promoting action against hate 
crime, which provided an opportunity for the setting up of the Disabled Witness Project.  
Part 1 also provides a description of the organisation and approach of the Disabled 
Witness Project.  
 
Part II - Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses of Disability Hate Crime: Criminal 
Law details the findings of the Disabled Witness Project as a result of an examination 
of the degree of protection for Disability Hate Crime provided through legislation. The 
DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW aUgXeV WhaW Whe cXUUenW legiVlaWion iV noW ³fiW foU SXUSoVe´5 
since the Criminal Law fails to provide equality of protection for victims of Disability 
Hate Crime.  Part II also outlines the many practical barriers to achieving a remedy for 
Disability Hate Crime through the current law: lack of recognition of Disability Hate 
Crime when it occurs and failure to report it; the failure of the police to record a crime 
as a Disability Hate Crime with the result that enhanced sentencing,  the legal remedy 
for Disability Hate Crime, is not available to the disabled witness, even when an 
incident gives rise to prosecution for another offence; and lack of resources for the 
Criminal Justice System.  
 
3 Anne Novis MBE, Chair of the Board of Trustees, Inclusion London, House of Commons Petitions Committee 
Online abuse and the experience of disabled people. House of Commons Petitions Committee,  Online abuse 
and the experience of disabled people hearing https://www.parliamentlive.tv/Event/Index/e2cf146d-4840-4558-
aca3-bed718478182  accessed 8 May 2019 
4 Registered charity: ³GUeenZich AVVociaWion of DiVabled PeoSle'V CenWUe foU IndeSendenW LiYing SUomoWeV Whe 
welfare of disabled people who live, work or study primarily within the Royal Borough of Greenwich, including 
aVViVWing VXch SeUVonV Wo obWain WheiU fXll UighWV and SUiYilegeV aV ciWi]enV.´ available at  
 https://beta.charitycommission.gov.uk/charity-details/?regid=1052814&subid=0 
5Andie Gbedemah, Public Affairs Officer, Dimensions,  House of Commons Petitions Committee,  Online abuse 
and the experience of disabled people hearing n3 at 15.57.12-18  
https://www.parliamentlive.tv/Event/Index/e2cf146d-4840-4558-aca3-bed718478182  accessed 8 May 2019 
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Part III - Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses of Disability Hate Crime: Common 
Law examines the role of the Common Law in achieving access to justice for disabled 
witnesses through precedent.  The judgment in R v Killick [2011] EWCA Crim1608, 
through its recognition of the right of a victim of a crime to seek a review of the Criminal 
Prosecution SeUYice¶s (CPS) decision not to prosecute, led to a change in prosecution 
policy establishing the Victims¶ Right to Review (VRR) scheme and official recognition 
of victims¶ rights as part of the adversarial Criminal Justice System. The report 
discusses the consideration given by the Court of Appeal in R v Killick of the European 
Union Directive (which was due to come into force establishing minimum standards 
for the rights, support and protection of victims of crime) and the role of Human Rights 
Law and International Law in achieving access to justice for disabled witnesses at 
common law.  R v Killick was the result of a series of attempts to achieve justice for 
three disabled witnesses to sexual assault, the integrity of whose evidence had initially 
been rejected because of speech disabilities due to cerebral palsy.  Their evidence 
not only achieved a criminal conviction for the offence but also compensation in the 
civil law courts for Whe ZiWneVVeV¶ initial treatment by the police and CPS, which 
contributed to UecogniWion WhaW SUoVecXWoUV VhoXld ³aYoid incoUUecW jXdgmenWV being 
made aboXW diVabled SeoSle¶V cUedibiliW\ aV a ZiWneVV giYing eYidence in coXUW´6 and 
Whe inWegUaWion of YicWim¶V UighWV inWo Whe common laZ adversarial system. 
 
 
Part IV ± Recommendations 
Recommendation One 
The Disabled Witness Project recommends that there should be a full review of the 
XVe of Whe WeUm µYXlneUable¶ in Whe CUiminal JXVWice S\VWem in conVXlWaWion ZiWh diVabled 
people with a view to changing such references in the context of Disability Hate Crime. 
 
Recommendation Two: There is a need for a detailed review of the efficacy of the 
Criminal Law to protect disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime with a view to 
reform. 
RecommendaWion ThUee:  In YieZ of Whe lack of conViVWenc\ in UecoUding DiVabiliW\ HaWe 
CUime, Whe DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW UecommendV WhaW WheUe VhoXld be a UeYieZ of 
innovative strategies for effective policing of Disability Hate Crime at  force level, which 
could provide the foundations for changes in national police policy and procedure.    
Recommendation Four: The Disabled Witness Project recommends developing 
strategies to raise recognition, reporting and recording of Disability Hate Crime, 
including publicity campaigns and training of police, members of the Criminal Justice 
System and disabled witnesses. All reviews and training relating to Disability Hate 
Crime and access to justice should be conducted in consultation with, and where 
possible, led by disabled people. 
 
 
 
6 Crown Prosecution Service, Special Measures, Legal Guidance, updated August 2019 accessed 19 August 
2019, available at https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/special-measures 
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Recommendation Five: In addition to a review of the legislation in relation to Disability 
Hate Crime, there is also a need for a review of access to reporting of Disability Hate 
Crime and the impact of cuts in government spending on the pre-trial and trial process. 
 
Recommendation Six: The Social Model of Disability and the Human Rights Model of 
Disability have proved invaluable tools in facilitating access to justice for disabled 
persons. The Disabled Witness Project recommends their continued use when 
reforming the law relating to Disability Hate Crime. 
 
Recommendation Seven: A review of how far, in practice, reforms in the pre-trial and 
trial process achieve access to justice for disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime 
(including the role of advocacy and support services, legal aid, court procedure and 
special measures) would be an important contribution to ensuring access to justice for 
disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime. 
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Part I     
DISABLED WITNESS PROJECT:                                       
MONITORING ACCESS TO JUSTICE FOR                               
DISABLED WITNESSES OF DISABILITY HATE CRIME 
IN THE ROYAL BOROUGH OF GREENWICH 
 1. What is the Disabled Witness Project? 
The Disabled Witness Project was commissioned as an independent pro bono 
research project based in the University of Greenwich School of Law (UoGSL)  by the 
GUeenZich AVVociaWion of DiVabled PeoSle¶V CenWUe foU IndeSendenW LiYing (GAD)7, 
supported by the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) to examine the operation of the 
law through a study of how far the current legislation, common law, codes of practice, 
pre-trial procedures do, in fact, provide the necessary support to facilitate the giving of 
evidence in court by disabled witnesses to Disability Hate Crime.  Central to the first 
phase of investigation 2012-18 was the analysis of how closed cases were handled 
through the examination of police reports and the first-hand experience of those 
involved in the pre-trial process.   
 
The PUojecW¶V aim WhUoXghoXW haV been Wo facilitate access to justice for disabled 
witnesses of Disability Hate Crime.  Building on the findings of the first phase of the 
Disabled Witness Project 2012-18, the second phase 2018-19, funded by the Peter 
Harris Trust,  was able to further two of the recommendations outlined in this report: 
(i) to make a detailed review of the efficacy of the Criminal Law to protect disabled 
witnesses of Disability Hate Crime and (ii) to improve the identification, reporting and 
recording of Disability Hate Crime through an investigation of  strategies for effective 
policing of Disability Hate Crime and an initiative to  achieve consistency in the 
identification and recording of incidents of Disability Hate Crime at national level 
through the PEEL (Police Effectiveness, Efficiency and Legitimacy) inspection 
framework.8 
 
The Disabled Witness Project 2012-16 was also a legal education project piloting the 
use of research-based learning ± which, until that time, had been almost exclusively 
confined to the post-graduate Law curriculum - in the LLB curriculum through 
undergraduate student participation as researchers in a community project. In 2005 in 
an article in Legal Education Review, Dr Anne Macduff, Senior Lecturer, Australia 
National University College of Law, argued that research-based learning was 
 
³moUe effecWiYe becaXVe iW emphaViVeV Whe impoUWance of Weaching pUacWiceV   
that provide critical and personally engaging activities and deep learning. 
 
7 A UegiVWeUed chaUiW\ GAD joined µMETRO¶  ³an eTXaliW\ and diYeUViW\ chaUiW\ SUoYiding healWh, commXniW\ and 
\oXWh VeUYiceV in England´ on 1 ASUil 2019 Wo become µMETRO GAD¶: a ³XVeU-led organisation of disabled people 
in London´ WhaW ³SUoYide(V) adYice and information, advocacy and volunteering opportunities for disabled people 
Zho liYe, ZoUk oU VWXd\ in Whe Ro\al BoUoXgh of GUeenZich.´ aYailable aW 
https://metrocharity.org.uk/community/metro-gad accessed 25 August 2019; see also for further details  
https://advicefinder.turn2us.org.uk/Home/Details/1882  
8 Hewitt Louise and Laycock Angela, Promoting Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses, University of 
Greenwich August 2019, reports on the second phase  of the Disabled Witness Project 2018-19 
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Moreover, deep social learning leads to a more sophisticated understanding of 
Vocial iVVXeV and UeaffiUmV Whe VWXdenW¶V agenc\ Wo acW in Whe Ueal ZoUld.´ 9  
 
In 2013, The Legal Education and Training Review 2013 recommended: 
 
³The leaUning oXWcomeV aW iniWial VWageV of LSET VhoXld inclXde UefeUence (aV 
appUopUiaWe Wo Whe indiYidXal pUacWiWioneU¶V Uole) Wo an XndeUVWanding of Whe 
relationship between morality and law, the values underpinning the legal 
V\VWem, and Whe Uole of laZ\eUV in UelaWion Wo WhoVe YalXeV.´10   
 
 
Though reporting on the Disabled Witness Project as a legal education pilot is beyond 
the terms of reference of this report,11 it is worth noting that the pilot was successful 
not only in integrating research-based learning into the undergraduate curriculum as 
a final year LLB option, as well as in providing opportunities for research-based 
learning through non-curricular placements, but its outcomes also confirmed the 
benefits of research-based learning as a method of legal training.  Involvement as 
researchers in this community project enabled future solicitors and barristers to gain 
an understanding of the operation of the law in practice, and a deep understanding of 
the law relating to Disability Hate Crime.  To quote one Disabled Witness Project 
research team member and future practitioner: 
 
³The VXlneUable WiWneVV PUojecW12 enables you to widen the breadth of your 
understanding of law.  The Vulnerable Witness Project opens your eyes to how 
the law can actually affect people, both in a negative and positive way, which I 
feel iV a YiWal Vkill needed foU eYeU\ fXWXUe laZ\eU.´13  
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 MacdXff, A., (2005) µDeeSௗleaUning, cUiWicalௗWhinking and Weaching foU laZ UefoUm¶ Legal Education Review. Vol.15, 
no.1 & 2, 2005. pp. 125-35. 
10 Ching, Jane, Maharg, Paul,  Webb Julian, Sherr Avrom, Setting Standards: The Future of Legal Services, 
Training and Education in England and Wales, June 2013 , µE[ecXWiYe SXmmaU\¶, RecommendaWion 7, p xiv 
available at http://www.letr.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/LETR-Report.pdf; the  LSET abbUeYiaWion VWandV foU µlegal 
services education and training¶ 
11 See 3 and 4 beloZ. The DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW¶V SiloW legal edXcaWion/WUaining SUojecW and commXniW\ 
research-based learning in Disability Law has been reported on elsewhere: Laycock, Angela, From UN 
Resolution to Local Pro Bono: A Grounded Theory Approach to Inspire Undergraduate Research in the Field of 
Human Rights, British Conference of Undergraduate Research (BCUR) 2013;  Laycock, Angela, The Vulnerable 
Witness Project - Local Pro Bono: A Grounded Theory Approach to Inspire Undergraduate Legal Research in the 
Field of Human Rights, Higher Education Academy, Workshop Embedding Legal Research,7 April 2014 available 
at https://www.slideshare.net/HEASocSci/hea-workshop-presentation-slides; accessed 19 March 2019; 
Undergraduate Research  Projects in the Local Community: Curricular or Extra-curricular? SHIFT Annual 
Conference of Learning and Teaching, July 2013; See also Laycock, Angela, Grounding research projects in the 
undergraduate curriculum: assessment strategies. Compass: Journal of Learning and Teaching, [S.l.], v. 4, n. 8, 
dec. 2013. ISSN 2044-0081 available at: https://journals.gre.ac.uk/index.php/compass/article/view/123. accessed 
18 March 2019 
12 Due to the importance of Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence Act s.16 in providing special measures for 
disabled witnesses, the Disabled Witness Project was originally named the Vulnerable Witness Project taking its 
name from the terminology of the Criminal Justice System at the time. Once research revealed the problematic 
naWXUe of Whe WeUm µYXlneUable¶ Whe SUojecW ZaV Uenamed Whe DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW. See [2.3.2] beloZ. 
13 Stuart Barnes, Vulnerable Witness Project Interim Report 2013 
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2. How are Key Terms used by the Disabled Witness Project? 
 
2.1 Monitoring Access to Justice 
Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights 1950 (ECHR), incorporated 
into UK law by the Human Rights Act 1998, establishes a legal right to a fair trial:  
³In Whe deWeUminaWion of hiV ciYil UighWV and obligaWionV oU of an\ cUiminal chaUge 
against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable 
Wime b\ an independenW and impaUWial WUibXnal eVWabliVhed b\ laZ.´ 
In order for that right to be available to everyone in the United Kingdom, every person, 
whoever they are, whatever their characteristics, must have an equal opportunity to 
bring a case to court or to give evidence either in their own defence or against 
someone who has committed an offence or acted unlawfully. 
 
On 8th June 2009, the Government of the United Kingdom ratified the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD), which established 
in detail how the United Kingdom must honour its commitment to ensure disabled 
people have equal opportunities for protection under the law:   
 
³AUWicle 13 AcceVV Wo jXVWice 
1.  States Parties shall ensure effective access to justice for persons with 
disabilities on an equal basis with others, including through the provision of 
procedural and age-appropriate accommodations, in order to facilitate their 
effective role as direct and indirect participants, including as witnesses, 
in all legal proceedings, including at investigative and other preliminary 
stages.  
2. In order to help to ensure effective access to justice for persons with disabilities, 
States Parties shall promote appropriate training for those working in the 
field of administration of justice, including police and prison staff.´ 14 
 
The role of the first phase of the Disabled Witness Project 2012-18 was to examine 
the operation of the law to find if there were any challenges that would prevent disabled 
witnesses of Disability Hate Crime from giving evidence in court or gaining legal 
protection. 
 
 
2.2 Disability Hate Crime 
Launching its review of Hate Crime laws in England and Wales in March 2019, the 
Law Commission stated: 
 
³HaWe cUimeV aUe acts of violence or hostility directed at people because of who 
Whe\ aUe.´15 
 
 
14 DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW aXWhoUV¶ emShaViV 
15 LaZ CommiVVion, µCXUUenW PUojecW SWaWXV¶ Hate Crime http://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/hate-crime/ accessed 
19 MaUch 2019; DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW  aXWhoUV¶ emShaViV 
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Currently, five specific characteristics are protected under Hate Crime laws: Race, 
Religion, Sexual Orientation, Transgender Identity and Disability.  However, unlike 
Race and Religious Hate Crime, Disability Hate Crime is not a criminal offence. There 
is no definition of Disability Hate Crime in English Law.  A person ³demonVWUaWing oU 
being moWiYaWed b\ hoVWiliW\ WoZaUdV´16 a disabled person cannot be prosecuted and 
convicted of Disability Hate Crime.   Victims of Disability Hate Crime are protected only 
by enhanced sentencing powers provided that a crime has been committed and 
³hostility´ towards that person because of his/her disability is identified, reported and 
recorded.    
 
The Law Commission definition of Hate Crime can be applied to all Hate Crime since 
Whe XVe of Whe ZoUd ³acWV´ oYeUcomeV Whe e[iVWing diVWincWion beWZeen Whe aggUaYated 
cUimeV of Race and Religion and DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.  The WeUm ³hoVWiliW\´, hoZeYeU, 
could prove problematical if this definition were to be used when legislating to establish 
Disability Hate Crime as a criminal offence: though a person might have been 
³targeted´ for his/her disability, ³hoVWiliW\´ is not always present in Disability Hate Crime. 
Giving evidence to the House of Commons Petitions Committee, Professor Mark 
Walters, Criminal Law and Criminology, University of Sussex, submitted that the 
³motivation by hostility´ WeVW VhoXld be UeSlaced ZiWh a ³b\ UeaVon of´ WeVW. If a YicWim 
has been selected ³b\ UeaVon of´ hiV/heU diVabiliW\, WhaW VhoXld be enoXgh Wo 
demonstrate a hate crime.´17 
 
The definition agreed by the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO)18 and the 
Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) in 2013 was confirmed in the HMICFRS and 
HMICPS 2018 report as:  
 
³AQ\ iQcideQW/cUiPe Zhich iV SeUceiYed, b\ Whe YicWiP RU aQ\ RWheU SeUVRQ, 
to be motivated by hostility or prejudice based on a SeUVRQ¶V diVabiliW\ RU 
SeUceiYed diVabiliW\.´19 
 
The phrase ³pUejXdice baVed on a peUVon¶V diVabiliW\ oU peUceiYed diVabiliW\´ provides 
an alWeUnaWiYe Wo Whe UeTXiUemenW of ³hoVWiliW\´ VimilaU Wo PUofeVVoU WalWeUV¶ ³b\ UeaVon 
of´ WeVW, Zhile Whe definiWion iWVelf UecogniVeV DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime aV an incidenW aV 
well as a crime. For these reasons this report will use the ACPO/CPS definition.20 
 
 
 
 
16 Law Commission, Hate Crime: Background to our Review https://s3-eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/lawcom-prod-
storage-11jsxou24uy7q/uploads/2019/03/6.5286-LC_Hate-Crime_Information-
Paper_A4_FINAL_260219_WEB.pdf  accessed 19 March 2019 
17 House of Commons Petitions Committee, Online abuse and the experience of disabled people [110] p38 
available at https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmpetitions/759/759.pdf;  see discussion in 
Hewitt Louise and Laycock Angela, Promoting Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses, University of Greenwich 
August 2019 n8 [ 4.2] 
18 Now the National Police ChiefV¶ CoXncil (NPCC) 
19 HMFICRS & HMICPS, Joint Inspection of the Handling of Cases Involving Disability Hate Crime [4.1]  p9 
(October 2018); available at https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/cjji/wp-
content/uploads/sites/2/2018/10/CJJI_DHC_thm_Oct18._rpt.pdf  accessed 5 April 2019; Disabled Witness 
PUojecW aXWhoUV¶ emShaViV 
20 See [5] below; for further consideration of analysis see Hewitt Louise and Laycock Angela, Promoting Access 
to Justice for Disabled Witnesses, University of Greenwich August 2019 n8 [ 4.2] 
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2.3 Disabled Witness 
According to the Equality Act 2010 s.6(1) 
 
 ³A peUVon (P) haV a diVabiliW\ if² 
(a) P has a physical or mental impairment, and 
(b) the impairment has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on P's ability 
to carry out normal day-to-da\ acWiYiWieV.´ 
Section 2 states: 
³A UefeUence Wo a diVabled peUVon iV a UefeUence Wo a peUVon Zho haV a 
diVabiliW\.´ 
However, under section 146 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (CJA), an increase in 
sentence for aggravation related to disability is imposed,  providing that ³diVability 
meanV an\ ph\Vical oU menWal impaiUmenW´.21  Since s.146 CJA is currently the key 
provision  facilitating  access to justice for disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime, 
for the purposes of this report, a diVabled ZiWneVV iV a peUVon Zho haV a ³ph\Vical oU 
menWal impaiUmenW´ and Zho haV ZiWneVVed a DiVabiliWy Hate Crime.   
 
 
2.3.1 µDLVaEOHG WLWQHVV¶ = VLFWLP and Defendant 
No distinction is made between defendant and victim in this report, since the disabled 
witness of Disability Hate Crime, whether defendant or victim, has guaranteed in UK 
law a right to a fair trial and the UK Government is bound by UNCRPD Article 13 to 
³ensure effective access to justice for persons with disabilities on an equal basis with 
others.³22 Joyce Plotnikoff DBE, co-founder of The AdvocaWe¶V Gateway (TAG), 
interviewed in 2010 by the University of Greenwich Comparative Evaluation of 
Disability Rights Mechanisms-UK (CEDRM-UK) project team, said that she would like 
to see an end to the distinction between ³YXlneUable witnesses´ and defendants.  It 
does not matter if they are victim or defendant, she argued, if there is a communication 
need, ³they both need an intermediary´.23   Nearly a decade later, the distinction in 
English Law regarding assistance for the giving of evidence remains, as demonstrated 
by this observation from the authors of a recent article in the International Journal of 
Evidence and Proof: 
 
³What is available for vulnerable defendants is more restrictive (Cooper and 
WXUW]el, 2013) and XneTXal (FaiUcloXgh, 2018)´.24 
 
 
21 Section 146(5) CJA 
22 See 2.1 above 
23  Interview 12 April 2010 with Joyce Plotnikoff and Richard Woolfson, co-authors of The µGo-BeWZeen¶: 
Evaluation of Intermediary Pathfinder Projects available at http://lexiconlimited.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2018/03/Intermediaries_study_report.pdf;  Joyce Plotnikoff, Intermediaries in the Criminal Justice 
System 2015 Policy Press; see [3.1] for project details; TAG founded in 2012, ³pUoYideV  free access to practical, 
evidence-baVed gXidance on YXlneUable ZiWneVVeV and defendanWV.´ available at 
https://www.theadvocatesgateway.org/20-welcome/18-welcome 
24 Cooper Penny, Coral Dando, Thomas Ormerod, Michelle Mattison, Ruth Marchant, Rebecca Milne, Ray Bull 
International Journal of Evidence and Proof/2018, Volume 22/Issue 4, October/Articles/One step forward and two 
steps back? The '20 Principles' for questioning vulnerable witnesses and the lack of an evidence-based 
aSSUoach¶ ± IJEP 22 4 (392) available at https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1365712718793435# 
accessed 24 August 2019 
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The 2019 Justice Report Understanding Courts criticises ³Whe naUUoZ eligibiliW\ cUiWeUia 
under the YJCEA 1999´:  
 
³It is unclear why statutory provision for defendants is not equal to that for 
witnesses, and unacceptable that courts, at their discretion, determine what 
provision will be made. In particular, access to registered intermediaries for 
defendants is limited.  Intermediaries for Justice is a body for intermediaries 
trained to work in the courts and drawn from a number of professions having 
specialist knowledge of vulnerability and communication. It is concerned that 
vulnerable defendants are not receiving intermediary assistance in the same 
way as witnesses and complainants. This is exacerbated by lack of funding, 
and the absence of recruitment and training requirements for defence 
intermediaries, but also by the different role of defendant and witness in trial.´25 
 
 
2.3.2 µDLVaEOHG WLWQHVV¶ not µVXOQHUaEOH WLWQHVV¶ 
More importantly, Whe WeUm ³diVabled´ UaWheU Whan ³YXlneUable´ ZiWneVV iV XVed in WhiV 
report.   While iW iV UecogniVed WhaW Whe WeUm ³YXlneUable´ had iWV oUiginV in an aWWemSW 
to provide access to justice for disabled persons through the provision of special 
measures to aid witnesses in giving evidence,26 Whe WeUm ³YXlneUable ZiWneVV´ iV 
frequently inaccurate or misleading and often inappropriate in the context of Disability 
Hate Crime.  It has the effect of setting the disabled witness apart from other 
witnesses.  Interviewed by the Disabled Witness Project in 2016, Anne Novis MBE, 
Chair of the Board of Trustees of Inclusion London - ³Whe onl\ London Zide 
oUganiVaWion UXn b\ and foU Deaf and DiVabled SeoSle´ 27 - argued that there was a 
³need Wo change Whe Za\ Ze aUe peUceiYed and Whe Za\ Ze acceVV jXVWice.´  Being 
WUeaWed b\ Whe CUiminal JXVWice S\VWem aV µYXlneUable ZiWneVVeV: 
 
³diVempoZeUV XV aV diVabled people.«IW¶V noW aboXW YXlneUabiliW\. We¶Ue in 
YXlneUable ViWXaWionV like an\one elVe« and people can Wake adYanWage of WhaW. 
IW¶V aboXW Veeing \oX aV someone that they can take advantage of «. that is a 
YXlneUable ViWXaWion and iW¶V noW aboXW \oXU YXlneUabiliW\ peU Ve.´28  
 
Three years before her interview with the Disabled Witness Project, in her chapter in 
Disability, Hate Crime and Violence, Anne Novis had expressed the hope that the 
UNCRPD would lead to equality of law and justice for disabled people, but she was 
pessimistic: 
 
25 Sir Nicholas Blake (Chair) Understanding Courts: A Report by JUSTICE, [4.12] p95-6, available at 
https://justice.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Understanding-Courts.pdf  
26 Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence Act s.16; ³In England and WaleV, 'Whe concepW of Whe ³YXlneUable ZiWneVV´ 
took root in the report Speaking up for Justice [Home Office, 1998], which in turn led to the Youth Justice and 
Criminal Evidence Act 1999' (CoopeU and WXUW]el, 2014: 42) (YJCEA 1999).´ n24 above.  Due to the importance 
of YJCEA s,16 in providing special measures for disabled witnesses, the Disabled Witness Project was originally 
named the Vulnerable Witness Project taking its name from the terminology of the Criminal Justice System at the 
Wime. Once UeVeaUch UeYealed Whe SUoblemaWic naWXUe of Whe WeUm µYXlneUable¶ Whe SUojecW ZaV Uenamed Whe 
Disabled Witness Project. 
27 Inclusion London Strategic Business Plan 2018-21 available at https://www.inclusionlondon.org.uk/about-
us/about/our-mission/ 
28 Interview September 2016 
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³YeW I doXbW I Zill Vee WhiV in m\ lifeWime dXe Wo Whe inheUenW flaZV in Whe 
structures of justice services that segregate, exclude, and tend to focus on 
vulnerability, a distraction, rather than equality of legislation and service 
pUoYiVion.´29 
It is true that there continues to be some categorizing of disabled people as 
³YXlneUable´ in Whe CUiminal JXVWice S\VWem: Whe VXlneUable AVVeVVmenW FUameZoUk, 
for example, is a risk assessment tool for police officers to ensure they provide the 
best possible response to a witness.30 A second example is  the use of the term 
µYXlneUable¶ when requesting special measures for a court hearing. The CPS¶ 
guidelines on Special Measures updated in August 2019 observes: 
³The WeUm µYXlneUable¶« is sometimes unavoidable in the context of criminal 
proceedings, due to the wording of the law and relevant Sentencing Guidelines.  
For example, if prosecutors do not use the term in court, they may be unable to 
properly explain that an offence is aggravated because of a YicWim¶V 
vulnerability, and should attract an increased sentence.  This would in turn 
disadvantage the disabled victim, as the perpetrator may receive a more lenient 
sentence than is appropriate.´31 
 
This argument for using the term µvulnerable¶ in court to gain enhanced sentencing is 
not a strong one.  Under section 146 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003, to achieve 
enhanced sentencing, the prosecution must prove that the person has committed a 
crime and, at the time of committing the crime, that the defendant either demonstrated 
hostility or was motivated by hostility to that person because of his/her disability.  As 
recently as October 2018, this problem was reported by HMICFRS and HMCPSI in 
their Joint Inspection of Handling of Cases involving Disability Hate Crime report: 
 
³The difficulties prosecutors have in applying the definition is demonstrated by 
some of the review notes on the files examined. For example: 
 Offence 3 ± Can we prove S was a trespasser and stole: It is a difficult 
offence. V has learning difficulties and it is his mother that has provided 
a statement. Although V is vulnerable (I have flagged it as a disability 
hate crime ± there is no suggestion that the burglary was committed as 
a hostile act based on that disability.  
And 
I am not satisfied that we can prove that the offence was either motivated 
by hostility or that the suspect has demonstrated hostility based on 
disability because although the victims are disabled and very vulnerable 
and he is alleged to have abused them both verbally and physically it is 
 
29 Anne NoYiV MBE, µDiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime¶ in Alan RoXlVWone and Hannah MaVon-Bish, Disability, Hate Crime 
and Violence, 2013 Routledge, UK, USA & Canada p124; note the inaccurate reference to GAD in the Law 
Reports (R v Killick [2011] EWCA Crim1608 [1]} aV ³GUeenZich AVVociaWion for DiVabled PeoSle´ UaWheU Whan 
³«of Disabled People´  
30 ³BXW Whe MET police haYe «WhiV YXlneUabiliW\ fUameZoUk. IW¶V a UiVk aVVeVVmenW Wool and Whe\ haYe Wo call iW WhaW 
becaXVe of Whe eTXaliW\ VWXff.  I WUied Wo geW Whe name changed aV Zell bXW iW iV aboXW aVVeVVing UiVk.´ Anne Novis 
Disabled Witness Project Interview September 2016; see also Hewitt Louise and Laycock Angela, Promoting 
Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses, University of Greenwich August 2019, n8, [5.3] 
31Above n6.  
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not clear that he has demonstrated hostility to them based on their 
disabilities or that his actions are motivated by hostility to disabled 
people. I have though flagged it for monitoring as a disability hate crime 
and also crime against older person.´32 
 
The SUoblemaWic naWXUe of Whe WeUm ³YXlneUable´ foU diVabled ZiWneVVeV ZaV officiall\ 
recognised by the House of Commons Petitions Committee in its report, Online abuse 
and the experience of disabled people, 8th January 2019: 
 
³The cUiminal jXVWice V\VWem is too quick to categorise disabled people as 
³YXlneUable´. HoVWiliW\ WoZaUdV diVabled people iV ofWen baVed on a peUcepWion 
WhaW Whe\ aUe an eaV\ WaUgeW Zho can¶W conWUibXWe Wo VocieW\.´33  
 
AcceSWing PUofeVVoU WalWeUV¶ eYidence WhaW 
 
³the vulnerability designation perpetuates damaging stereotypes about 
disabled people, which in turn may reinforce the beliefs and attitudes that lead 
Wo diVabled people being maUginaliVed and abXVed,´  
 
the Committee recommended that, since the CPS and the police could only work 
within the existing legal framework, the Government should review the law, consulting 
disabled stakeholders with ³Whe aim of  enVXUing haWe cUimeV aUe pUopeUl\ UepoUWed and 
VenWenced aV VXch and WhaW ³YXlneUabiliW\´ iV onl\ XVed Zhen appUopUiaWe.´34 
 
Furthermore, there is evidence that the discourse on Disability Hate Crime in the 
Criminal Justice System is shifting from focusing on vulnerability to achieving equality 
of legislation and service provision, particularly for the police35 and for the CPS.   The 
VSecial VecWion of Whe CPS¶ Special Measures Guidelines, updated in August 2019, 
entitled The XVe of Whe WeUm µVXlneUable¶, demonstrates this: 
³The CPS is aware that disabled people are regularly labelled as 
"vulnerable".  This labelling has been repeatedly criticised by disabled people 
and others and is not in line with the social model of disability. Prosecutors 
should understand that use of this label can give the message that disabled 
people are inherently "weak" or "dependent" as individuals and as a group, 
when in fact it is physical barriers and social attitudes that create inaccessible, 
unsafe and therefore vulnerable situations for disabled people. 
Moreover, the belief that disabled people are vulnerable may be disabling in 
itself and can lead to decisions and actions that adversely affect disabled 
 
32 HMICFRS and HMCPSI Joint Inspection of Handling of Cases involving Disability Hate Crime, October 2018, 
n19 [4.14] available at 
 https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/cjji/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2018/10/CJJI_DHC_thm_Oct18._rpt.pdf; 
see [4] & [5] beloZ and UeSoUW on DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW PhaVe 2 n8 foU fXUWheU diVcXVVion of ³moWiYaWed b\ 
hoVWiliW\´ SUoof. 
33 Above n17 [117] p41  
34 Above n17 [118] 
35 See Hewitt Louise and Laycock Angela, Disabled Witness Project: Promoting Access to Justice for Disabled 
Witnesses of Hate Crime, University of Greenwich August 2019 for a review of the efficacy of current legislation 
and strategies to develop effective policing in Disability Hate Crime n8. 
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people's independence, safety and security. Crucially in the context of the 
criminal justice system, this attitude can undermine their perceived 
competence, credibility and reliability as a witness and therefore their access 
to justice. 
Prosecutors will avoid the use of the term "vulnerable" where possible and 
avoid any use of the term which may suggest disabled people are inherently 
weak or dependent.´36 
Further evidence of a VhifW in focXV fUom µYXlneUabiliW\¶ Wo faciliWaWing Whe giYing of 
evidence is  recognition in the 2019 JUSTICE report, Understanding Courts, that 
 
³coXUW and legal pUofeVVionalV (need) Wo appUeciaWe WhaW people giYing eYidence 
may not be officiall\ ³YXlneUable´ accoUding Wo legal definiWionV, bXW neYeUWheleVV 
may be having to recount an incident that was violent or traumatic.  Moreover, 
the anxiety of giving evidence makes all witnesses inherently vulnerable ± and 
by varying degrees ± to the process of questioning, to which advocates must 
noW become deVenViWiVed.´37 
 
 
3. How was the project carried out? 
3. 1 How did the Disabled Witness Project come about? 
The Disabled Witness Project38 was commissioned by Greenwich Association of 
DiVabled PeoSle¶V CenWUe foU IndeSendenW LiYing (GAD) in June 2012.  The Disabled 
Witness Project is very much a Greenwich community project. It came about as a 
result of decades of campaigning for disability rights by disabled people living and 
working in Greenwich to remove the barriers that prevented disabled people from 
taking part in society, according to the  µVocial model of diVabiliW\¶ deYiVed b\ Mike 
Oliver, Professor of Disability Studies, University of Greenwich; recognition by 
campaigners, advocates and police in the Borough that Disability Hate Crime, though 
rising, was under-reported; and nearly a decade of research into the effectiveness of 
UK Disability Law in protecting disability rights based in the UoGSL.   
 
Since it was established in 1975,  GAD, an organization run by disabled people and 
most of whose employees are disabled or have disabled relatives, has delivered 
services for deaf and disabled people in the Royal Borough of Greenwich, including 
advocacy services.   In 2001, the Diversity Directorate of the MPS supported GAD as 
 
36 Above n6 
37 Above n25 [3.62] p87; see also 5.3.1 below for recommendations for training in Understanding Courts report 
38 Then Whe µVXlneUable WiWneVV PUojecW¶; Vee n12 aboYe 
Recommendation One 
The Disabled Witness Project recommends that there should be a full review of the 
XVe of Whe WeUm µYXlneUable¶ in Whe CUiminal JXVWice S\VWem in consultation with 
disabled people with a view to changing such references in the context of Disability 
Hate Crime. 
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the first diVabled SeoSle¶V oUganiVaWion in Whe UniWed Kingdom Wo laXnch a ThiUd-Party 
Reporting (TPR) Centre for witnesses of Disability Hate Crime.39   This means that, as 
a designated centre for TPR, reports made to GAD can be passed on to the police 
and the investigation process can begin. This was an important development in 
providing access to justice for disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime. As Anne 
Novis, who campaigned to establish it, explained:  
 
³I noWed eaUl\ on WhaW baUUieUV Wo reporting were one of the key issues facing 
diVabled YicWimV. I VaZ Whe poWenWial foU µWhiUd paUW\ UepoUWing¶ to be implemented 
for disabled people and it became a priority to have this provision available in 
m\ local aUea of GUeenZich«. Meaningful reporting would mean ensuring a 
venue that is accessible to all disabled people, which most police stations are 
not; having disabled people as staff and volunteers who understand the issues 
and enable acceVVible commXnicaWion and haWe cUime infoUmaWion«a place 
where other disabled people would share their experience and be encouraged 
to make formal reports of alleged haWe cUime.´40 
 
Even though Parliament introduced enhanced sentencing for Disability Hate Crime in 
200341, and imposed a duty to promote disability equality on all public authorities in 
200542, there was little development in practice nationally.  It was only in 2005 that 
ACPO43 included Disability Hate Crime in its manual and, even then, evidence was 
not collected compulsorily till 2008.  The CPS was also slow to respond - for example, 
it was 2007 before it issued its first Disability Hate Crime guidance.  Meanwhile, in 
Greenwich, John Bowater, in his role as Senior Advocate for GAD became aware of 
alleged sexual assaults on three men with cerebral palsy and began to assist them in 
starting proceedings, encouraging them to make a report to the police with a view to 
bringing their perpetrator to justice. Thus began the long and tortuous battle to achieve 
access to justice for these three disabled witnesses, which culminated in the landmark 
case of R v Killick [2011] EWCA Crim 1608, Whe inWUodXcWion of Whe VicWimV¶ RighW Wo 
Review and ³Whe UeadjXVWmenW of oXU cUiminal justice arrangements to accommodate 
YicWimV¶ UighWV´.44   
 
GAD¶V ZoUk ZaV infoUmed b\ Whe µVocial model of disability', the work of Professor Mike 
Oliver, for whom the first UK Chair in Disability Studies was created by the University 
of Greenwich in the 1990s.  A decade earlier, in 1981, Mike Oliver, then lecturing at 
Whe UniYeUViW\ of KenW, coined Whe ShUaVe µVocial model of diVabiliW\¶45 for the argument 
(originally put forward  in 1976 by the Union of the Physically Impaired  Against 
Segregation (UPIAS) in Fundamental Principles on Disability) that it was the disabling 
 
39 Originally, TPR had been set up for Race and Religious Hate Crime following the recommendation of the 
MacPherson report on the inquiry into the racist murder of Stephen Lawrence. 
40 Above n29 p121  
41 CJA s.146 
42 Disability Discrimination Act 2005 
43 NoZ Whe NaWional Police ChiefV¶ CoXncil 
44 Sir Keir Starmer QC, Human Rights, Victims and the Prosecution of Crime in the 21st Century [2014] Crim. L.R, 
Issue 11; see Part III below for full report on R v Killick                                      
45 Professor Colin Barnes, The Social Model of Disability video made for the Disabled People Against Cuts 
(DPAC) seminar 2013 published on YouTube Jan 2, 2015 available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXuiP-n1h8s 
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barriers faced by society, and noW diVabled SeoSle¶V imSaiUmenWV, which prevented 
disabled people from playing a full part in society.  His intention was to help his MA 
students,46 qualified social workers and other professionals, to ³deYelop a meanV of 
translating that simple idea into everyday work with their disabled clients and their 
families.´47  In 1983, he published Social Work with Disabled People which brought 
the social model of disability to a wider, and ultimately, a global audience.  Mike Oliver 
suggested that ³WhoVe ZoUking ZiWh diVabled people«in oUdeU Wo make WheiU pUacWice 
moUe UeleYanW Wo Whe needV of diVabled people«needed Wo Ue-orient their work to a 
framework based upon a social model.´48   
 
Interviewed in 2018, Professor Mike Oliver explained his motivation in introducing the 
µVocial model of diVabiliW\¶:  
 
³I did ZanW Wo pUoYide an alWeUnaWiYe, moUe opWimiVWic, picWXUe, Zhich ZaVn¶W 
simply about seeing disability as personal tragedy, disabled people as 
unemployable, and so on, and it was about having an optimistic view of what 
disabled people could achieve if many of the barriers that they faced were 
UemoYed.´49  
  
Within five years, Mike Oliver was well on the way to achieving his goal: the social 
model of disability ³had become Whe manWUa foU man\ diVabled people¶V oUganiVaWionV 
and was beginning to make its way into official government documents.´50    Though 
Professor Oliver retired in 2003, he continued his work as Emeritus Professor of 
Disability Studies at the University of Greenwich until his death in March 2019.  The 
Centre for Disability Studies, University of Leeds, described his work on the social 
model as ³eVVenWial foU challenging Vocial injXVWice´; his collaboration with disabled 
acWiYiVWV and diVabled SeoSle¶V oUganiVaWionV aV WUanVfoUming diVabiliW\ ³from a 
personal and private trouble to a public issue, one that remains a matter of social 
justice´ and ³hiV e[WenViYe pXblicaWionV´ as having ³challenged all of us to consider 
hoZ diVabled people¶V hiVWoUical and contemporary experiences are captured, 
aUWicXlaWed and XVed aV a Za\ Wo bUing aboXW emancipaWion.´51   
 
The UoGSL began monitoring UK Disability Law in 2003 with a project to investigate 
the effectiveness of UK legislation protecting the rights of disabled people as part of 
the Disability Rights Promotion International (DRPI)52 project, Building a human rights 
monitoring system in the field of disability.  The project was set up as a direct result of 
Resolution 2000/51 passed by the UN Commission for Human Rights which invited  
 
46 This MA at the University of KenW ZaV Whe UK¶V fiUVW DiVabiliW\ SWXdieV coXUVe. 
47 Mike Oliver (2013) The social model of disability: thirty years on, Disability & Society, 28:7, 1024-1026, DOI: 
10.1080/09687599.2013.818773 [1] available at https://doi.org/10.1080/09687599.2013.818773  
48 Above n47 [2] 
49 Quoted from an interview with J. Brady by John Pring in Professor Mike Oliver: outpouring of admiration for 
social model pioneer, Disability News Service 7 March 2019 available at 
https://www.disabilitynewsservice.com/professor-mike-oliver-outpouring-of-admiration-for-social-model-pioneer/  
fUom UecoUding of Jonjo BUad\¶V InWeUYieZ ZiWh Mike OliYeU 17 DecembeU 2018, aYailable aW 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMfvoh-j9qw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3k-
YmNpPhbb7EjhVygo4CKuYAyOPConqK172GXo8Pmf96yA-r3KbGM7xM 
50 Above n49 
51 Available at https://disability-studies.leeds.ac.uk/olivertribute1/ 
52³DRPI is a collaborative project to establish a comprehensive, sustainable international system to monitor 
human rights of people with diVabiliWieV.´ aYailable aW https://drpi.research.yorku.ca/ accessed August 2019 
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 ³the United Nations High Commission for Human Rights, in co-operation with 
the Special Rapporteur on Disability, to examine measures to strengthen the 
protection and monitoring of human rights of persons with disability and solicit 
inpXW and pUopoValV fUom inWeUeVWed paUWieV.´ 
 
At the international seminar on human rights and disability53 organised by the then UN 
Special Rapporteur on Disability, Mr. Bengt Lindqvist, Mary Robinson, the UN High 
Commissioner for Human Rights, posed the following questions: 
 
³HoZ can peUVonV ZiWh diVabiliWieV WhemVelYeV Vpeak Xp foU WheiU UighWV and 
make human rights a tool in their continuous struggle for dignity, equality and 
jXVWice?´ 
³HoZ can Ze enVXUe WhaW Whe UighWV pUoclaimed in inWeUnaWional noUmV and 
legislation are translated into real improvements in the lives of persons with 
diVabiliWieV?´ 
One of the suggestions made in Stockholm was that the monitoring of legislation could 
be carried out by Law Schools.  Angela Laycock at the Law Department of the 
University of Greenwich, United Kingdom, and David Yarrow at Osgoode Hall Law 
School, Canada, formed a three year project, Whe DRPI µLegal Education and 
Research PUojecW¶, with two aims: firstly, to facilitate the collection of data on the 
effectiveness of legislation in promoting the rights of persons with disabilities and, 
secondly, as a legal education project, to provide an opportunity to pilot new methods 
in teaching and training in Human Rights and Disability Law through research-based 
learning.  Between 2003 and 2007, successive CEDRM-UK project teams at the 
University of Greenwich researched and reported on the operation of UK Disability 
Law in key areas: employment, education, transport, hospitality and prison life.54  
  
In 2007 the GAD Advocacy Service/UoGSL partnership began with the dual purpose 
of providing an opportunity for research-based learning and training in UK Disability 
Law while at the same time providing GAD with reliable evidence on ³the effectiveness 
of UK Disability Law and the work of the GAD Advocacy Service in the following areas: 
 
ƒ Access to employment for people with learning disabilities   
ƒ Harassment and discrimination in employment 
ƒ Provision of funding for disabled persons  
ƒ Provision of financial assistance to disabled persons requiring a personal    
  assistant 
ƒ Consent, confidentiality and the role of the Independent Mental Capacity    
  Advocate Scheme  
ƒ The rights of disabled children in school and youth activities.´55 
 
53Almasa Conference Centre, Stockholm, Sweden, 5th-9th November 2000 
54During this period, UoGSL ZaV Whe onl\ inVWiWXWion UeVeaUching diVabled SUiVoneUV¶ UighWV, hence Whe UeTXeVW foU 
submission of a chapter in Rioux, M., Basser, A. & Jones, M. (2011) Critical Perspectives on Human Rights and 
Disability Law. Leiden: BUill (La\cock, Angela, µPUice V UK: The Importance Of Human Rights Principles In 
PUomoWing The RighWV Of DiVabled PUiVoneUV In The UniWed Kingdom¶) 
55 Linda Leone, CEO of GAD, Letter of invitation to an Open Meeting at Charlton House, 8th April 2008 
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Three key national initiatives in 2010, 2011 and 2012 led to the commissioning of the 
Disabled Witness Project. In 2010, in line with the UNCRPD, section 149 of the 
Equality Act 2010 established the public sector duty in English and Welsh Law: 
³(1)A public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have due regard to 
the need to² 
(a) eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other 
conduct that is prohibited by or under this Act; 
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant 
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it; 
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected 
characteristic and persons who do not share it.´56 
There was now a legal imperative on local authorities, the police and legal 
professionals to protect disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime. The Act was then 
followed in 2011 by the Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) report, 
Hidden in Plain Sight: Inquiry into Disability-Related Harassment, which observed 
 
³WhaW Whe e[WenW of haUaVVmenW UemainV laUgel\ hidden, iWV VeUioXVneVV UaUel\ 
acknoZledged, iWV link Wo Whe YicWim¶V diVabiliW\ noW inYeVWigaWed«.ThiV daWa and 
our own evidence leads us to believe that the 1,567 cases of disability hate 
crime recorded in the ACPO data for 2009/10 significantly under-represent the 
scale of the problem.  Filling this data gap and getting comprehensive 
information on the scale, severity and nature of disability-related harassment 
WheUefoUe feaWXUeV highl\ in oXU UecommendaWionV.´57 
 
WoUk on filling Whe ³daWa gaS´ had already begun in Greenwich.   At the request of the 
GAD Advocacy Service, the 2009-10 CEDRM-UK research team concentrated their 
research on access to justice for vulnerable witnesses with communication disabilities 
examining the legislation, codes of practice and evidence from case studies of 
diVabled ZiWneVVeV¶ e[SeUienceV, including the experiences of the three Killick 
witnesses.  
 
The third development was the GoYeUnmenW¶V SXblicaWion in March 2012 of Challenge 
iW, ReSoUW iW, SWoS iW: The GoYeUnmenW¶V Plan Wo Tackle HaWe CUime, in which it 
reaffirmed and justified its ³polic\ appUoach Wo haWe cUime´ as being ³baVed on a hXman 
UighWV appUoach´.58 The GoYeUnmenW¶V inWenWion ZaV Wo ZoUk ³acUoVV GoYeUnmenW 
departments, with local agencies and voluntary sector organisations, and also with the 
GoYeUnmenW¶V IndependenW AdYiVoU\ GUoXp on HaWe CUime´ focusing on three core 
principles: 
 
 
56 DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW aXWhoUV¶ emShasis 
57 Equality and Human Rights Commission, Hidden in Plain Sight: Inquiry into Disability-Related Harassment, 
2011 p6 available at https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/publication-download/hidden-plain-sight-inquiry-
disability-related-harassment 
58 Home Office (2012), Challenge iW, ReSoUW iW, SWoS iW: The GoYeUnmenW¶V Plan Wo Tackle HaWe CUime, [1.19] S9, 
available at  https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/challenge-it-report-it-stop-it 
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³ PUeYenWing haWe cUime ± by challenging the attitudes that underpin it, and 
early intervention to prevent it escalating;  
 
 IncUeaVing UepoUWing and acceVV Wo VXppoUW ± by building victim confidence 
and supporting local partnerships; and  
 
 ImpUoYing Whe opeUaWional UeVponVe Wo haWe cUimeV ± by better identifying and 
managing cases, and dealing effecWiYel\ ZiWh offendeUV.´59 
 
 
The Disabled Witness Project60 was launched in June 2012 after a meeting between 
Colin Finch, Senior Advocate, and Alan Kerr, Equalities Manager, of the Greenwich 
AVVociaWion of DiVabled PeoSle¶V CenWUe foU IndeSendenW LiYing and Angela Laycock 
and Louise Hewitt from the University of Greenwich School of Law.  Disability Hate 
Crime had risen in the Borough of Greenwich, but it remained under-reported.  GAD 
and MPS officers working in the Borough wished to take forward a ³UeYieZ of closed 
(disability) hate crime cases to identify good practice and how procedures could be 
bXilW on.´61 Angela Laycock and Louise Hewitt agreed to set up an independent pro 
bono research project to examine the operation of the law in practice through a study 
of how far the current legislation, common law, codes of practice, procedures and pre-
trial processes do provide the necessary support to facilitate the giving of evidence by 
disabled witnesses to Disability Hate Crime.  
 
3.2 How was the Project Organised? 
Disabled Witness Project research teams were appointed annually and consisted of a 
maximum of eight second and third year undergraduate LLB students and two 
permanent members, Angela Laycock, Project Leader, and Louise Hewitt, Project 
Administrator.   The project and individual team members were approved by the 
University of Greenwich Research and Ethics Committee and, before they were able 
to analyse the problem profiles, each researcher signed a confidentiality agreement 
provided by the MPS.  Before starting the project, each member of the Disabled 
Witness Project team received disability awareness training from a GAD trainer. 
Team members each took responsibility for one part of the investigation, recorded 
their findings on an intranet page to which team members had exclusive access.  
Taking the grounded theory approach, the work of the Disabled Witness Project team 
included: 
(i) assessment of current legislation, policy documents and publicly available 
statistics;  
(ii) a comparative analysis of two sets of problem profiles from the MPS;  
iii) in-depth qualitative semi-structured interviews with: Disability Hate Crime 
witnesses; staff of non-governmental organisations and charities that support 
 
59 Above n58, [1.6] p6 
60 Then Whe µVXlneUable WiWneVV PUojecW¶; Vee n12 aboYe 
61 Minutes of GAD/UoG Meeting 27.6.2012 
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victims of Disability Hate Crime; trainers in Disability Hate Crime and the UK 
Cross-Government Hate Crime Programme Manager. 
 
Weekly project meetings were held to monitor progress, discuss findings and plan 
future activities.  The minutes of these meetings were circulated to the Head of UoGSL 
and GAD.  Monthly meetings were held with stakeholders to report progress and 
gather evidence. Team members on placements with GAD acted as liaison. 
 
3.3 What is the Disabled WLWQHVV PURMHFW¶V ASSURaFK? 
3.3.1 Grounded Theory 
 
FXndamenWal Wo Whe DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW iV Whe Weam¶V gUoXnded WheoU\ aSSUoach. 
In their book, Pursuing Grounded Theory in Law: South-North Experiences in 
DeYeloSing Women¶V LaZ, the authors define grounded theory as: 
 
³an iWeUaWiYe pUoceVV in Zhich daWa and WheoU\, liYed UealiW\ and peUcepWionV 
about norms are constantly engaged with each other to help the researcher 
decide ZhaW daWa Wo collecW and hoZ Wo inWeUpUeW iW.´62 
It follows that a researcher adopting this approach   
³iV likel\ Wo be engaged in effoUWV Wo inYeVWigaWe empiUicall\ and fUom WhiV Wo 
generate critiques and arguments as to how judges, lawmakers and 
administrators could and, perhaps, should interpret or amend the law.  Not only 
the so-called formal or state legal system has to be scrutinized but also other 
fora and mechanisms for dispute resolution and regulation need to be closely 
e[amined.´ 63 
Sometimes practical difficulties can reduce the effectiveness of the legislation or the 
legislation itself fails to provide the most effective mechanism for the promotion of 
rights so that equality in law does not match equality in fact.  Therefore, when 
analysing the effectiveness of the law with a view to reform, it is the job of the 
researcher ³Wo bUidge Whe gap beWZeen laZ and UealiW\´ and this can only be done when 
the gap is understood. 64    
³The laZ can be pUopeUl\ eYalXaWed oU appUaiVed onl\ if, in addiWion Wo 
understanding the intentions and the rationale behind the law, one also has an 
inVighW inWo Whe conVeTXenceV of Whe laZ on indiYidXalV.´65 
 
 
 
62 Hellum Anne & Stewart Julie, (eds.) Pursuing Grounded Theory in Law: South-North Experiences in 
DeYeloSing Women¶V LaZ, 1998 Harare Mond Books, p18 
63 Above n62 p25-6 
64 Interview with Julie Stewart, author of Pursuing Grounded Theory in Law: South-North Experiences in 
DeYeloSing Women¶V LaZ, 23 March 1996 
65 MaboUeke, MaU\ µInWUodXcing Women¶V LaZ¶, SWeZaUW, JXlie and AUmVWUong, Alice (edV.) women and Law in 
Southern Africa Vol 2: The Legal Situation of Women in Southern Africa, 1990 University of Zimbabwe 
Publications 
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The DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW¶V aSSUoach, WheUefoUe, iV WhaW Whe moVW effecWiYe Za\ of 
examining the operation of the law relating to Disability Hate Crime is not to trust the 
legislation alone but to examine what is happening in practice. 
 
³Demanding that there should be greater emphasis in teaching and research 
on the reconceptualization of law to take proper account of the needs of 
«maUginali]ed gUoXpV, iV noWhing bXW UheWoUic if WhoVe Zho make Whe demandV 
do not have the tools to establish their case.  Means are needed to create these 
new concepts and deliver an effective way to address the needs of the groups 
on behalf of whom they argue.  If change is to be stimulated there is a need to 
critically re-examine the way in which legal rights are mediated and 
investigated.´66 
TZo ³WoolV´ foU ³addUeVVing Whe needV´ of diVabled ZiWneVVeV of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime 
have informed the Disabled Witness Project research: the ³social model of disability´67, 
and ³a human rights approach to diVabiliW\´68. 
 
 
3.3.2 Social Model of Disability 
 
The social model of disability¶V basic premise is that it is not a diVabled SeUVon¶V 
impairment which prevents that person gaining full access to society69 but the range 
of barriers that confront people with impairments.  Reviewing its impact in 2013, thirty 
years after its introduction, Professor Oliver described the social model of disability as  
³Whe Yehicle foU deYeloping a collecWiYe diVabiliW\ conVcioXVneVV «AUmed ZiWh 
the idea that we needed to identify and eradicate the disabling barriers we had 
in common, Whe diVabled peopleV¶ moYemenW foUced«Whe legal V\VWem Wo 
become more accessible and the legal system changed to make it illegal to 
diVcUiminaWe againVW XV.´70 
More recently, the social model of disability has influenced the treatment of disabled 
witnesses of Disability Hate Crime to the extent that it forms part of the policy of the 
CPS.  In January 2017, after a thirteen-week consultation period, the CPS published 
a summary of responses to its policy statements.  The CPS reported that the reaction 
from the thirty disabled stakeholders to the question, ³DoeV WhiV VecWion on Whe Vocial 
model of diVabiliW\ e[plain hoZ Whe CPS applieV Whe model Wo iWV oZn ZoUk?´ was 
³laUgel\ poViWiYe´. The three examples the CPS recorded in the Summary of 
Responses SUoYide eYidence WhaW Whe Vocial model of diVabiliW\ conWinXeV Wo acW aV ³a 
Wool ZiWh Zhich Wo idenWif\ baUUieUV ZiWh a YieZ Wo« finding VolXWionV Wo eUadicaWe WhoVe 
problems´:71 
 
66 Above n62, p24 
67 See aboYe [3.1] and beloZ [3.3.2] foU fXUWheU diVcXVVion of Whe µVocial model of diVabiliW\¶ 
68 See above [3.1] and beloZ [3.3.3] foU fXUWheU diVcXVVion of Whe µhXman UighWV model of diVabiliW\¶ 
69 The premise of the individual/medical model of disability. 
70 Above n47 [3] 
71 Professor Colin Barnes, University of Leeds, n45  
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³x ³The inWUodXcWion of Whe Vocial model of diVabiliW\ iV a YeU\ poViWiYe and 
pUogUeVViYe VWep´. 
 x ³We aUe delighWed Wo Vee [Whe Vocial model] being XVed aV Whe foXndaWion foU 
[Whe CPS] appUoach Wo cUimeV againVW diVabled people´.  
x ³We aUe paUWicXlaUl\ impressed at the effort made in the disability statement 
to promote the social model of disability and to avoid reference to 
YXlneUabiliW\.´´72 
 
One suggested change that the CPS did not include was ³XVing a diffeUenW WeUm, VXch 
aV Whe ³diVabiliW\ UighWV model´´ on the grounds that: 
³Whe Vocial model of diVabiliW\ iV an accepWed WeUm in Whe diVabiliW\ and academic 
community.  It is not for the CPS to re-name iW.´73 
The Disabled Witness Project agrees that the human rights model of disability does 
not replace the social model of disability but argues that the human rights model of 
disability is an inYalXable Wool in Whe Vocial model of diVabiliW\ aUmoXU\ Wo ³eradicate the 
diVabling baUUieUV´ that disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime "had in common.´74 
This approach has underpinned Whe DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW¶V researches and 
informed its analysis.  To quote Anne Novis when asked by the Disabled Witness 
Project about the social model of disability and the role of human rights: 
³The social model is not fixed; like any model it has to grow and evolve with the 
people. And it¶V diVabled people Zho eYolYed Whe Vocial model and iW¶V diVabled 
people it needs to influence as it grows.  It may still be called the social model 
but it has grown and the rights agenda is very much a part of the social model.  
We don¶W Vee iW aV VepaUaWe, iW¶s part of it.´75 
 
3.3.3 A Human Rights Approach to Disability 
³A hXman UighWV appUoach Wo diVabiliW\ iV empoZeUing.´76  Firstly, international 
recognition of human rights since the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 
provides a moral framework:  
³an internationally accepted moral code by which the intrinsic humanity of every 
individual is recognised and protected. Human rights are the fundamental, universal 
 
72 CPS, Consultation on Hate Crime Public Statements, SXmmaU\ of ReSonVeV, µSXmmaU\ of ReVSonVeV Wo 
SSecific QXeVWionV, QXeVWion 3¶ available at 
https://www.cps.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/consultations/Consultation-on-Hate-Crime-Public-
Statements-Summary-of-Responses.pdf; Vee [2.3.2] aboYe foU diVcXVVion of XVe of WeUm  µYXlneUable¶ in UelaWion 
to Disability Hate Crime and Disabled Witness Project Recommendation One.  
73 Above n72 
74 Above n47 [3] 
75 Disabled Witness Project Interview September 2016 
76 Referenced to Marcia Rioux and Anne Carbert, Human Rights and Disability: The International Context (2003) 
10:2 Journal on Developmental Disabilities 1 at 11 in Joffe Keri, Arch Disability Law Centre,  Enforcing the Rights 
of PeoSle ZiWh DiVabiliWieV in  OnWaUio¶V DeYeloSmenWal Services System, 30 June 2010 Law Commission of 
Ontario p39 available at https://www.lco-cdo.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/disabilities_joffe.pdf accessed 25 
August 2019
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and indivisible principles by which every human being can claim justice and equality. 
As disability describes the barriers faced by people with impairments to achieving 
equality and justice, and because disabled people are human beings too, it is 
axiomatic that disability is a human rights issue. And as with all groups who face 
discrimination and disadvantage it is the recognition of that intrinsic humanity that is 
essential to reaching outcomes that result in the full implementation and protection of 
hXman UighWV.´ 77 
 
However, as Ontario staff lawyer, Kerri Joffe, pointed out in her briefing to the Law 
Commission of Ontario on enforcing disability rights, ³Rights alone are not enough. 
People with disabilities must have appropriate tools to enable them to enforce those 
UighWV.´  A human-rights-based (HRB) approach, she argued, provides such a tool: 
 ³An HRB approach is predicated on the existence of rights, but goes beyond 
merely enshrining rights in legislation or policy«. An HRB approach enables 
people with disabilities to conceive of themselves as rights-bearers, and 
positions them as active claimants of rights in relation to government and 
service providers.´ 78 
Being able to demand the UK government protect their human rights has already 
played a significant part in removing many of the social, philosophical and legal 
barriers that perpetuated discrimination and denied disabled people access to justice. 
One key example is the change in the treatment of disabled prisoners. Use of the 
social model of disability supported by research for the British Council of Disabled 
PeoSle in BUiWain and camSaigning b\ Whe DiVabled PeoSle¶V DiUecW Action Network 
persuaded the UK government to introduce the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 
(DDA 1995).   Unfortunately, many of its provisions seemed to be informed by the 
medical, rather than the social model of disability: Whe WeUminolog\, ³imSedimenW´79, 
seemed to suggest that it was the impairment that was the barrier; protection under 
the Act depended on the type of impairment; discrimination could only be claimed after 
the event; adjustments for an impairment had only to be made if reasonable; certain 
public authorities were exempt from having to make adjustments.  The prison 
authorities were believed not to be subject to the DDA 1995.  Indeed, under the original 
Prison Service Order 2855, the Prison Service undertook to ³enVXUe WhaW pUiVoneUV 
ZiWh ph\Vical, VenVoU\ and menWal diVabiliWieV aUe able « Wo paUWicipaWe eTXall\ in 
pUiVon life´ only ³as far aV pUacWicable,´ while the obligation on the Governor was limited 
to a requirement ³Wo conVideU ZhaW UeaVonable adjXVWmenWV, if an\, aUe neceVVaU\ Wo 
meeW Whe needV of Whe diVabled pUiVoneU´.80  It would be the  human rights model of 
disability which would remove the barrier of exemption of prisons under the DDA 1995 
 
77 Albert Bill and Hurst Rachel, Disability and Human Rights Approach to Development, Disability Knowledge and 
Research briefing paper available at 
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/bd51/f5ecf571cf152b45c8cf6195eaa66242eb89.pdf accessed 12 August 2019 
78 Joffe Kerri, Arch Disability Law Centre,  EnfoUcing Whe RighWV of PeoSle ZiWh DiVabiliWieV in  OnWaUio¶V 
Developmental Services System, 30 June 2010 Law Commission of Ontario pp38-39  available at 
https://www.lco-cdo.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/disabilities_joffe.pdf accessed 25 August 2019 
79 DDA 1995 s.1 and Schedule 1; DDA 1995 & DDA 2005 were replaced by the Equality Act 2010. 
80 Prison Service Order Number 2855 issued 20/12/99: Management of Prisoners with Physical, Sensory or 
Mental Disabilities 
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and oblige prison authorities to ensure that disabled prisoners could ³participate 
equally in prison life.´81   
In July 1996, Ms Price, a quadriplegic as a result of thalidomide, having failed to 
achieve a remedy under common law82 launched an application against the United 
Kingdom government alleging that ³heU commiWWal Wo pUiVon and heU WUeaWmenW in 
deWenWion YiolaWed AUWicle 3´ 83 of the ECHR, which guaranteed ³freedom from torture, 
inhuman and degrading treatment´.    In 2001 the European Court of Human Rights 
(ECtHR) found that her treatment ³conVWiWXWeV degUading WUeaWmenW conWUaU\ Wo AUWicle 
3. It therefore finds a violation of WhiV pUoYiVion in Whe pUeVenW caVe.´ 84   Under Article 
46 ECHR, the UK government, as a High Contracting Party of the ECHR, had 
undertaken ³Wo abide b\ Whe final jXdgmenW of Whe CoXUW´.  This was clearly 
demonstrated in August 2001 when the Home Office agreed to an out of court 
settlement of £3,500 plus legal costs for a subsequent action brought by a disabled 
prisoner who claimed mistreatment under the DDA 1995.   In addition, The Human 
Rights Act 1998 had incorporated the substantive rights of the ECHR into UK law and 
so, unlike Ms Price, who had had to go to the ECtHR, the prisoner could have brought 
his action for violation of his human rights in the UK courts.  The prison authorities 
could no longer claim exemption under the DDA 1995.  The new Prison Service Order 
(PSO) 2855 issued on 27th July 2005 was unequivocal: 
³ThiV PSO XpdaWeV and UeplaceV Whe pUeYioXV PSO on Whe managemenW of 
prisoners with physical sensory or mental disabilities. It sets out required 
actions and good practice relating to all aspects of prison life relating to 
prisoners with disabilities. 
 
This PSO applies to all prisoners, and it will usually be best to assume that a 
prisoner has a disability rather than noW.´85 
 
Thus, failure to accommodate a disabled prisoner satisfactorily had ceased to be a 
µproblem¶ which did not necessarily have a solution and had become a µviolation¶ of 
WhaW SUiVoneU¶V rights.  This example demonstrates clearly the importance of the human 
UighWV model of diVabiliW\ and Whe UeaVon foU Whe DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW¶V XVe of iW 
when monitoring access to justice for disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime.   
Article 6 ECHR guaranteeing the right to a fair trial underpinned the decision in R v 
Killick, ensuring that disabled witnesses with communications disabilities could give 
evidence,86 while Article 13 UNCRPD requires the UK government to ensure access 
to justice for disabled people.   The human rights model of disability is an important 
tool for monitoring and achieving access to justice.  To quote one commentator:   
 
81 See La\cock, A. ³¶PUice Y UK: The ImSoUWance HXman RighWV PUinciSleV in PUomoWing Whe RighWV of DiVabled 
PUiVoneUV in Whe UniWed Kingdom¶ in SioX[, BaVVeU and JoneV, (ediWoUV), Critical Perspectives on Human Rights and 
Disability Law, Brill Publishers, (July 2011), n52 
82 The DDA 1995 did not come into force until December 1996. 
83Price v UK  (33394/96) (2002) 34 E.H.R.R. 53 11 B.H.R.C. 401 (2002) 5 C.C.L. Rep. 306 Times, August 13, 
2001, 2001 WL 825435  [3] 
84 Above n83 [30] 
85 H M Prison Service Order 2855 Prisoners with Disabilities p 1 
86 See below Part III [7] R v Killick [2011] EWCA Crim 1608: Achieving Access to Justice through Precedent 
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 ³The Ueal poWenWial of hXman UighWV lies in its ability to change the way people 
perceive themselves vis-à-vis the government and other actors. A rights 
fUameZoUk pUoYideV a mechaniVm foU Ueanal\Ving and Uenaming µpUoblemV¶ aV 
µYiolaWionV¶, and, aV VXch, VomeWhing WhaW need noW and VhoXld noW be 
tolerated.´87 
Disabled People¶s Organisations (DPOs) have recognised the importance of this 
model for many years. For example, in 2008, Disability LIB Alliance88, drew up a 
Statement of Common Understanding, which opened: 
³The landscape in which DPOs are operating is changing rapidly. The DDA 
2005 pXW a dXW\ on pXblic aXWhoUiWieV Wo pUoacWiYel\ pUomoWe diVabled people¶V 
equality; the government has made a public commitment to achieve equality for 
disabled people by 2025 which includes establishing a user-led organisation in 
every locality by 2010; and the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities, signed by the UK in March 2007, provides a new framework for 
XndeUVWanding and pUoWecWing diVabled people¶V hXman UighWV.´89   
The statement concluded confirming ³our unwavering commitment to human rights, in 
particular, the principles laid down in the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
DiVabiliWieV.´90 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
87 ChUiVWoSheU Jochnick, ³ConfUonWing Whe ImSXniW\ of Non-State Actors: New Fields for the Promotion of Human 
RighWV´ (1999) 21:1 HXman RighWV QXaUWeUl\ 56 aW 59 
88 ³DiVabiliW\ LIB iV Whe fiUVW caSaciW\ bXilding alliance led b\ diVabled SeoSle and has been set up to tackle the 
cUiViV facing diVabled SeoSle¶V oUganiVaWionV (DPOV).´ aYailable aW 
http://www.mulrooney.co.uk/engage/disability_lib/about-disability-lib.html accessed September 2019 
89 µA SWaWemenW of Common UndeUVWanding¶ in ThUiYing oU SXUYiYing: Challenges and Opportunities for Disabled 
PeoSle¶V OUganiVaWionV in Whe 21VW CenWXU\ C28897 Disability LIB Report 2/4/08 13:03 Page 47 Published by 
Scope in February 2008 on behalf of Disability LIB alliance (Listen Include Build) 
90ThUiYing oU SXUYiYing: ChallengeV and OSSoUWXniWieV foU DiVabled PeoSle¶V OUganiVaWionV in Whe 21VW CenWXU\ 
C28897 Disability LIB Report 2/4/08 13:03 Page 48 Published by Scope in February 2008 on behalf of Disability 
LIB alliance (Listen Include Build) 
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Part II 
ACCESS TO JUSTICE FOR DISABLED WITNESSES OF                   
DISABILITY HATE CRIME: CRIMINAL LAW 
In July 2016, the UK Government published its four year plan for tackling Hate Crime, 
confirming that ³(a)n\ cUime WhaW iV moWiYaWed b\ hoVWiliW\ on Whe gUoXndV of Uace, 
religion, sexual orientation, disability or transgender identity can be classed as a hate 
cUime.´91  The SXblicaWion¶V inWUodXcWoU\ chaSWeU beginV ZiWh WZo SoZeUfXl VWaWemenWV: 
Whe fiUVW deVcUibeV Whe ³SeUnicioXV´92 nature of Hate Crime while the second considers 
the action that must be taken to deal with it:  
³The UK haV one of Whe VWUongeVW legiVlaWiYe fUameZoUkV Wo Wackle haWe cUime in 
the world. However, legislation can only ever be part of the answer. Unless 
people have the confidence to come forward, unless the police are equipped to 
effectively deal with these crimes, unless victims are properly supported and 
perpetrators brought to justice, and crucially unless we take action to tackle the 
attitudes and beliefs that drive these crimes, too many people will continue to 
VXffeU.´93 
In June 2019, the EHRC published Is Britain Fairer?  The State of Equality and Human 
Rights 2018.  Unfortunately, two of its findings suggest that UK legislation may not be 
sufficiently strong to tackle Hate Crime and that insufficient progress has been made 
in overcoming the practical barriers that impede justice for victims of Hate Crime.  In 
Whe µE[ecXWiYe SXmmaU\¶ to the report, the EHRC outlines the situation relating to Hate 
Crime as follows: 
³The leYel of haWe cUime, Ve[Xal Yiolence and domeVWic abXVe iV conceUning. 
While increases in reported crime may be the result of better reporting and 
recording, the level of identity-based violence is worrying, particularly in light of 
BUiWain¶V impending exit from the EU and the spikes in hate crime we saw 
around the time of the referendum. The higher rates of domestic abuse and 
sexual assault experienced by disabled people, LGBT people and women are 
alVo of conceUn.´94 
 
Secondly, despite the 2016 UK government action plan to tackle Hate Crime, it would 
Veem fUom Whe EHRC¶V UeSoUW WhaW inWeUnaWional oSinion iV WhaW insufficient progress 
has been made:   
 
³The need Wo VWUengWhen meaVXUeV Wo pUeYenW haWe cUime and enVXUe 
appropriate prosecutions and convictions has been a key focus of UN human 
rights treaty bodies in recent years (UNCERD, 2016; UNCRPD, 2017). They 
have urged the UK and devolved governments to ensure the effective 
 
91 Home Office (2016) AcWion AgainVW HaWe: The UK GoYeUnmenW¶V Slan foU Wackling HaWe CUime, Chapter 3, [11] 
available at 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/543679/Action
_Against_Hate_-_UK_Government_s_Plan_to_Tackle_Hate_Crime_2016.pdf 
92 Above, n91 [9] 
93 Above, n91 [10] 
94Equality and Human Rights Commission Is Britain Fairer? The State of Equality and Human Rights 2018, June 
2019 available at https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/sites/default/files/is-britain-fairer-accessible.pdf p10  
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implementation of relevant legal and policy frameworks, introduce new 
awareness raising campaigns, improve reporting and provide victims with 
adeTXaWe VXppoUW.´95 
 
 
Arguably, the progress in tackling Disability Hate Crime has been even slower than for 
other Hate Crimes.  This, it would seem, is the perception of disabled stakeholders: 
 
³Just 43% of disabled adults in England and Wales reported that the criminal 
jXVWice V\VWem iV effecWiYe, compaUed ZiWh an aYeUage of 53%.´96 
 
An explanation for this lack of confidence in the Criminal Justice System can be found 
in two statements made in February 2018 by representatives of the disabled 
community to the House of Commons Petitions Committee, Online abuse and the 
experience of disabled people.  The first is that the legislation does not provide equal 
protection for disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime: 
³IW¶V aboXW VWUengWhening Whe laZ Vo WhaW diVabled people aUe WUeaWed aV Whe 
Vame aV oWheU gUoXpV«WheUe iV no Vpecific offence foU DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime aW 
the moment, so, if there was to be parity in that respect, then there would be 
that same level of protection whether it is online or offline, and hopefully that 
would lead to more prosecutions and more people having that on their record, 
Vo, foU XV, iW iV YeU\ mXch aboXW geWWing eTXaliW\ in laZ. ThaW¶V YeU\ mXch Whe 
focXV foU XV.´ 97 
The second is that the legislation does not achieve its purpose: 
³The legiVlaWion jXVW iVn¶W fiW foU pXUpoVe Zhen iW comeV Wo Whe W\pe of offending 
WhaW Ze Vee againVW people ZiWh diVabiliWieV foU YaUioXV UeaVonV«.IW¶V noW cleaU 
enough in helping police and prosecutors to be able to get a criminal justice 
outcome for disabled people that reflects that this was a hate crime rather than 
a cUime againVW a YXlneUable peUVon oU VomeWhing diffeUenW.´98 
 
4. Disability Hate Crime and Legislation 
4.1 ³GHWWLQJ ETXaOLW\ LQ WKH LaZ´  
There is a growing consensus that there is a need for legislative reform to ensure that 
Hate Crime law works equally for disabled people as it does for victims of Race and 
Religious Hate Crime.   As one Disabled Witness Project interviewee observed: 
 
95Above n94 [6.2.2] p124 
96AboYe n94 µKe\ findingV CiYil and CUiminal JXVWice¶ S121 
97 Rob Holland, Parliamentary Manager Mencap, House of Commons Petitions Committee Online abuse and the 
experience of disabled people 15..31.33-15.32.20  n3 accessed 8 May 2019;  see also Mark Walters, Susann 
Wiedlitska, Abenaa Owusu-Bemba with Kay Goodall,  Hate Crime and the Legal Process, University of Sussex  
2017 Part C: The Case for Law Reform, available at 
https://www.sussex.ac.uk/webteam/gateway/file.php?name=final-report---hate-crime-and-the-legal-
process.pdf&site=539 
98Andie Gbedemah n3,15.57.12-18  https://www.parliamentlive.tv/Event/Index/e2cf146d-4840-4558-aca3-
bed718478182  n3 accessed 8 May 2019 
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³HaWe cUime foU all. IW¶V noW jXVW aboXW diVabiliW\ becaXVe WheUe iV alVo oWheU 
people noW geWWing eTXaliW\ in laZ aV Zell. BXW Zh\ VhoXld iW be diffeUenW if iW¶V 
about the same type of crime?´99 
As for Disability Hate Crime, the House of Commons Petitions Committee, Online 
abuse and the experience of disabled people, made one key recommendation: 
³DiVabiliW\ haWe cUiPe iV QRW fXll\ UecRgQiVed and perpetrators are not 
appropriately punished. The law on hate crime must give disabled people 
the same protections as those who suffer hate crime due to race or 
UeligiRQ.´ 100 
 
Unlike victims of Race and Religious Hate Crime, Disability Hate Crime is not a criminal 
offence.  Section 146 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 (See Annex 1) establishes that, 
in circumstances where a person commits a crime, and it is proved that, at the time of 
the offence, or immediately before or after (s.2(a)), the offender demonstrated towards 
Whe YicWim of Whe offence hoVWiliW\ baVed on WhaW SeUVon¶V diVabiliW\ oU SUeVXmed 
disability, or the offence is motivated by hostility towards the person who has a 
disability (s.2(b)), the court must treat those circumstances as an aggravating factor.  
In summary, a crime must be committed, reported and the perpetrator recorded as 
having demonstrated or being motivated by hostility towards the disabled person when 
committing the crime and, only then, will this lead to enhanced sentencing power and 
µsentence uplift¶.   In contrast, sections 28-32 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1988 
(CDA) provide an immediate remedy for an offence which is motivated by hostility on 
the grounds of race or religion. Once recognised as such, the initial offence101 
becomes a separate offence with a higher maximum sentence immediately available.   
In addition, s.145 CJA (see Annex 2) provides for enhanced sentencing for any crime 
³UeligioXVl\ oU Uaciall\ aggUaYaWed´ noW UecogniVed aV an aggUaYaWed cUime b\ Whe CDA.  
As one participant at an event organised by the House of Commons Petitions 
Committee, Online abuse and the experience of disabled people, observed: ³IW¶V onl\ 
a disability hate crime if someone remembers at sentencing.  No one is investigating 
people foU diVabiliW\ haWe cUime.´102 
Moreover, there is no offence of stirring up hatred on grounds of disability, whereas 
victims of Race103 and Religious Hate Crime104 are further protected by offences under 
the Public Order Act 1986 (POA). It is also a crime to stir up hatred on grounds of 
sexual orientation.105 Incitement to hatred offences require threatening, abusive or 
insulting behaviour. In 2014 the Law Commission recommended ³noW e[Wending Whe 
stirring up offences on grounds of disability or transgender identity´ since such 
offences ³would rarely, if ever, be prosecuted, and their communicative or deterrent 
 
99 Disabled Witness Project Interview September 2016 
100 Above n17 p7; the only recommendation written in bold.   
101 Crime and Disorder Act 1998 ss.28-32 records the offences that can become aggravated offences. For 
analysis of how the legislation could be reformed see report on Disabled Witness Project second phase, above 
n8 [4.2]  
102 Above n17 [105] p37; see also discussion  above at  [2.2] & [2.3] 
103 Public Order Act 1986 Part 111 ss.17-29. 
104 Above n103 Part 3A s.29. 
105 Above n103 Part 3A s.29 
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effecW ZoXld WheUefoUe be negligible.´106   Even if there had not been reports of a 
significant increase in such behaviour against disabled people,107  there is still an issue 
of equality of access to justice when victims of  three of the five recognised µVWUandV¶ 
of Hate Crime are protected from such crimes by law while disabled and transgender 
victims are not.  As Anne Novis argued when giving evidence to the House of 
Commons Petitions Committee, Online abuse and the experience of disabled people, 
there is a need for ³eTXal jXVWice«it is a human right to have the same access to justice 
aV eYeU\bod\ elVe.´108  The Law Commission has begun to address this issue by 
including in the terms of reference for its current review of Hate Crime the question, 
³ShoXld cUimeV of VWiUUing Xp haWUed in Whe POA be e[Wended oU UefoUmed?´109  
 
4.2 NRW ³ILW IRU SXUSRVH´ to achieve a satisfactory outcome for Disability Hate 
Crime  
³0.02% of an eVWimaWed 34,840 diVabiliW\ haWe cUime caVeV UepoUWed Wo police in 
2015-16 resulted in a conviction and an uplift in sentencing. The gap between 
reported hate crime and convictions that result in a sentencing uplift is 
particularly big for disability hate crime, when compared to other hate 
cUimeV.´110   
This gap has two main causes: the first is the requirement of proof for Disability Hate 
Crime in s.146 CJA that, at the time of committing the offence, the offender must have 
demonstrated hostility111 or be motivated by hostility112 to the person because of 
his/her disability; the second are the practical challenges afforded by the process, as 
set down in s.146, of gaining a remedy for Disability Hate Crime.113 
 
Not only, as mentioned earlier in this report,114 has the requirement for evidence of 
hostility under s.146 proved problematic in identification of Disability Hate Crime by 
the CPS, but even when the crime has gone to trial, judges have sometimes not 
accepted that there was evidence of hostility towards the victim because of his/her 
disability, and consequently, have not imposed an aggravated sentence for Disability 
Hate Crime. Not all Disability Hate Crime is motivated by hostility nor is hostility to the 
disabled person necessarily demonstrated by the perpetrator when committing the 
crime.   This is because Disability Hate Crime can be targeting somebody because of 
his/her perceiYed YXlneUabiliW\, foU e[amSle, VWealing a blind SeUVon¶V ZalleW oU ± as 
was the case in one of the MPS problem profiles scrutinised by the Disabled Witness 
 
106 Law Commission Summary, available at https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/hate-crime-completed-report-
2014/  accessed 24 June 2019 
107 ³MXlWiple paUWicipanWV in oXU eYenWV Vpoke aboXW a cXlWXUe of ³demoniVing´ diVabled people. The hoVWile 
langXage aVVociaWed ZiWh benefiWV and XVing blXe badgeV came Xp aW all Whe eYenWV Ze Uan.´ n17 [41] 
108Above n3 
109 Above n16 
110 Written evidence provided by Professor Mark Walters, University of Sussex, to the House of Commons 
Petitions Committee, Online abuse and the experience of disabled people n17 [109] p117  
111 Section 146(a) CJA 
112 Section 146(b) CJA 
113 Discussed below [5]  
114 See above at [2.3.2] 
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Project115 - persuading a person with learning disabilities to invite her into his house 
and then stealing from him.   
A further requirement under s.146 is that enhanced sentencing for Disability Hate 
Crime is dependent upon the perpetrator being found guilty of the original crime. If the 
verdict is µnot guilty¶, then any hostility towards the disabled person becomes an 
irrelevance as no sentence is required.  
An additional difficulty in gaining a remedy for Disability Hate Crime under the current 
legiVlaWion iV WhaW DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime doeV noW aSSeaU on Whe offendeU¶V UecoUd 
because the hate crime element is part of the sentencing and not part of the 
aggravated offence. As Paul Giannasi, UK Cross-Government Hate Crime 
Programme Manager116, explained in his evidence to the House of Commons Petitions 
Committee: 
³WiWh an\ cUime Whe coXUW iV obligaWed Wo incUeaVe Whe VenWence and Va\ Zh\ iW 
has done so, if it is satisfied that the offender demonstrated, or was motivated 
paUWl\ b\, hoVWiliW\. ThaW iV cXUUenWl\ noW UecoUded on people¶V cUiminal conYicWion 
record; the core offence of assault may be, but not the hostility element, so we 
can look aW people¶V UecoUdV and noW Vee WhaW.´117   
 
Legislating to make Disability Hate Crime a criminal offence would send a message 
that such behaviour is a crime and unacceptable.  
³TheUe VWill Uemain Whe negaWiYe aWWiWXdeV inheUenW in VocieW\ WhaW demean 
disabled people in all sorts of ways and allow us to become a target when it is 
coVWl\ oU µinconYenienW¶ Wo addUeVV Whe ineTXaliW\ of diVabled people, leW alone 
giYe XV Whe Vame eTXal hXman UighWV aV all people VhoXld haYe in Whe UK.´118 
 It would also go a long way to providing solutions to many of the challenges that 
disabled witnesses to Disability Hate Crime face when seeking the protection of the 
law.119   
 
 
 
115 See [5.1.2] below 
116 2007-2018; since 1 January 2019 Police Hate Crime Policy Lead. 
117Paul Giannasi, House of Commons Petitions Committee, Online abuse and the experience of disabled people 
above n17 [120] p127-8; The UK Cross-Government Programme was set up in 2007 to bring all parts of the 
justice system into a single programme focusing predominantly on race. The programme was responsible for 
identifying the five strands of hate crime to measure and monitor and for setting up an independent advisory 
group which includes experts on disability and hate crime. 
118Anne Novis n29, p124 
119 See Hewitt Louise and Laycock Angela, Disabled Witness Project: Promoting Access to Justice for Disabled 
Witnesses, University of Greenwich August 2019, n8, for review of the efficacy of Disability Hate Crime legislation 
and recommendations for reform. 
Recommendation Two: There is a need for a detailed review of the efficacy of the 
Criminal Law to protect disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime with a view to 
reform. 
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5. Practical barriers to effective operation of Disability Hate Crime Law 
 
The requirement in the current legislation for Disability Hate Crime to be recognised, 
reported and recorded as a Disability Hate Crime before it can proceed to trial creates 
a process which, at each stage, can lead to the denial of access to justice for disabled 
witnesses of Disability Hate Crime.   The Disabled Witness Project has identified the 
following potential barriers to achieving an effective remedy for Disability Hate Crime: 
lack of recognition and reporting of Disability Hate Crime by the police, disabled 
witnesses and members of the public; lack of recording of Disability Hate Crime by the 
police; lack of resources for the Criminal Justice System and lack of consistency in 
facilitating the giving of evidence at the pre-trial and trial stages. 
 
5.1 Lack of Recognition of Disability Hate Crime 
 
5.1.1 Civil Society including Disabled Witnesses 
 
Failure to recognise Disability Hate Crime is common across society.  A key aim of the 
Cross-Government Hate Crime Programme was to ³UaiVe awareness amongst 
professionals and the public as well as people who have influence.´120   Colin Finch, 
1-2-1 Advocacy Coordinator, Crime and Hate Crime Advocate, for Lewisham 
Speaking Up, a charity for people with learning disabilities, also cited lack of 
recognition of Disability Hate Crime as one of the key challenges to combatting it: 
 
³I Whink ZheUe«Whe pUoblem VWill lieV iV ZiWh Whe pXblic, and I would say that that 
applies both generally and also to Whe diVabled commXniW\« I Whink if \oX ZeUe 
to stop people in a shopping centre and ask them to name a type of 
discrimination or type of hate crime, I would expect that certainly anybody that 
ZaVn¶W WhemVelYeV diVabled oU didn¶W peUVonall\ knoZ Vomeone ZiWh a diVabiliW\ 
or impairment that had been a victim, would probably name disability last, if 
they named it at all.   Now I think part of that is almost the disbelief among 
people WhaW iW acWXall\ happenV.´121  
 
In his forward to the EHRC report, Hidden in Plain Sight, Inquiry into disability-related 
harassment, Mike Smith, Lead Commissioner for the Inquiry, suggested that the term  
µhaWe cUime¶ ³pUobabl\ conWUibXWeV Wo Whe cXlWXUe of diVbelief´ and ³acWV aV a baUUieU Wo 
effective reporting and recognition´, eVSeciall\ b\ diVabled Yictims of Disability Hate 
Crime: 
³Man\ people Whink Whe\ haYe jXVW been Waken adYanWage of, UaWheU Whan haWed. 
Who ZanWV Wo Whink of WhemVelYeV aV haWed?´122 
Despite the work of many organisations such as Mencap123, METRO GAD and 
LeZiVham SSeaking US, WheUe iV SlenW\ of eYidence Wo VXSSoUW Mike SmiWh¶V YieZ.  PaXl 
Giannasi, for example, told the Disabled Witness Project, of a friend with Downs 
 
120 Paul Giannasi OBE Disabled Witness Project Interview August 2018 
121Colin Finch Disabled Witness Project Interview August 2018 
122Above n57 p8 
123 The Royal Mencap Society is a charity based in the UK that works with people with a learning disability. 
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syndrome who dismissed being spat at in public as normal, and therefore, not a matter 
for the police. Mr Giannasi also pointed out that  
³Whe naWXUe of diVabiliW\ and cUime«iV VignificanWl\ diffeUenW (fUom oWheU haWe 
crime)  in that victims are more likely to be repeats; victims are more likely to 
know the perpetrators and they are less likely to understand their rights to be 
pUoWecWed and leVV likel\ Wo UecogniVe if ZhaW¶V happening Wo Whem iV a cUime.´124 
 
Education and awareness are very important in tackling Disability Hate Crime.  One 
Disability Hate Crime advocate pointed out that too many disabled people take the 
YieZ WhaW Whe SXVhing and VhoYing and Whe commenWV made aboXW Whem ³go ZiWh Whe 
WeUUiWoU\´.   The\ need Wo knoZ WhaW Whe anWi-social behaviour they experience is not 
acceptable.  There is a need for initiaWiYeV VXch aV LeZiVham SSeaking US¶V HaWe 
Crime Training, run by people with learning disabilities, which aims not only to raise 
aZaUeneVV of ³LeaUning DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime´ and hoZ Wo UeSoUW iW among SeoSle ZiWh 
learning disabilities but also to raise awareness among the general public by running  
workshops for sixth formers and for front-line staff.   
Further demonstration of the need for such initiatives to raise awareness of Disability 
Hate Crime is the Cross-Government Hate Crime PUogUamme¶V diVcoYeU\, as a result 
of analysis of data from a 2015 survey, that in over 50% of the cases identified as 
Disability Hate Crime, it was a police officer who triggered the identification rather than 
carers, personal assistants or victims. The Programme had, therefore, undertaken to 
produce a document aimed at carers and family members and disabled persons 
themselves to raise awareness of the rights of disabled witnesses to Disability Hate 
Crime and advice as to how to report it.125   Cross-community local  initiatives involving 
DPOs, the police and local authority officers also play an important part in achieving 
greater recognition of Disability Hate Crime.  In the Borough of Greenwich, for 
example, Hate Crime Case Panel Meetings and High Risk Victim Panel Meetings are 
held monthly, which enable representatives from the police, METRO and METRO 
GAD, the Greenwich Inclusion Project (GrIP), and the Greenwich Council Tenancy 
and Anti-social Behaviour teams to discuss individual cases of Hate Crime. 
 
5.1.2 The Police 
Analysis of two sets of MPS problem profiles (2009-12 and 2016-18 respectively has 
enabled the Disabled Witness Project to examine how the police approached disabled 
witnesses of Disability Hate Crime over an extended period. The profiles show a range 
of responses from the investigating police officers. All the profiles, however, indicate 
that positive action in this context is dependent on the individual responding police 
officer. 
In Whe 2009-12 VeW of SUoblem SUofileV, WheUe ZeUe ViWXaWionV ZheUe Whe Solice did noW 
idenWif\ Whe ZiWneVV¶V diVabiliW\ and Whe VXbVeTXenW mXlWi-agenc\ aVViVWance SUoYided 
 
124 Disabled Witness Project Interview August 2018 
125 Above n120 
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ZaV limiWed. TheUe ZeUe aW leaVW WZo SUoblem SUofileV Zhich SUoYided eYidence of WhiV, 
noWabl\ conceUning diVSXWeV beWZeen diVabled ZiWneVVeV and WheiU neighboXUV. TheUe 
ZaV no menWion in WheVe SUofileV of SaUWneU agencieV being engaged Wo VXSSoUW eiWheU 
Whe ZiWneVV, oU Whe oWheU indiYidXalV Zho had been affecWed. In one of these, the 
witness called the police, by dialing 999, for random subjects more than fifty times: 
she believed that her neighbours were conspiring against her. It took from the 14th 
June 2010 until the 6th October 2010 for this witness to be assessed by a mental health 
unit.  Ideally, this mental impairment should have been identified significantly earlier 
than it was.   In Whe 2016-18 VeW of SUoblem SUofileV, Whe incidenW in each SUofile ZaV 
UecogniVed aV a DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime. HoZeYeU, WZo of Whe SUofileV highlighWed hoZ 
moUe coXld haYe been done eiWheU Wo VXSSoUW oU Wo helS Whe YicWim dXUing Whe 
inYeVWigaWion. In one of WheVe, Whe officeU inYeVWigaWing an incidenW conceUning an eldeUl\ 
man liYing in Vemi-indeSendenW hoXVing Zho VXffeUed fUom YaVcXlaU demenWia did noW 
comSleWe an AchieYing BeVW EYidence (ABE) inWeUYieZ ZiWh an inWeUmediaU\ SUeVenW aV 
VhoXld haYe been Whe caVe.  IW iV XncleaU fUom Whe SUofile ZheWheU WhiV oSWion ZaV 
offeUed Wo Whe YicWim in Slace of a ZUiWWen VWaWemenW.  In anoWheU SUofile, a diVabled 
ZiWneVV ZiWh dZaUfiVm, Zho UeSoUWed an aVVaXlW occaVioning acWXal bodil\ haUm, ZaV 
noW YiViWed b\ Whe officeU inYeVWigaWing Whe offence. InVWead Whe Solice WUied Wo conWacW 
heU b\ leWWeU oU b\ a WeleShone call.  In 2019, Whe DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW haV been 
made aZaUe of fXUWheU inVWanceV of UeSoUWV noW haYing been folloZed XS b\ Whe Solice 
in Whe BoUoXgh of GUeenZich Wo diVcXV indiYidXal caVeV of HaWe CUime. 
Where the police did identify a witness as requiring support and help, they also 
engaged the relevant departments from the local council and other agencies. For 
example, in the 2009-12 set of problem profiles, one witness disclosed his mental 
health issues to the police when they attended an incident involving allegations of anti-
social behaviour between neighbours. The police worked closely with the housing 
officer at the local council to try to resolve the issues. It was evident from the profile 
WhaW Whe Solice UecogniVed hoZ Whe ZiWneVV¶V condiWion affecWed hiV behaYioXU, making 
it clear that he ³mXVW feel YicWimiVed and Xnhapp\ enoXgh Wo make WheVe allegaWionV´. 
In Whe 2016-18 VeW of SUoblem SUofileV, UecogniWion of Whe ZiWneVV¶ diVabiliW\ ZaV moUe 
fUeTXenW eYen Zhen Whe diVabiliW\ mighW haYe been leVV obYioXV.  FoU e[amSle, an 
eldeUl\ man liYing in Vemi-indeSendenW hoXVing Zho had YaVcXlaU demenWia, aV Zell 
aV heaUW diVeaVe and T\Se 2 diabeWeV, Zhile ViWWing oXWVide hiV block of flaWV, ZaV 
aSSUoached b\ a 47-\eaU old Zoman Zho conYinced Whe YicWim WhaW Whe\ kneZ each 
oWheU. She SeUVXaded him Wo inYiWe heU XS Wo hiV flaW foU a cXS of Wea and, ZhilVW inVide, 
Vhe VeaUched Whe flaW and VWole mone\. The inYeVWigaWing officeU UecogniVed WhaW Whe 
man ZaV WaUgeWed becaXVe of hiV diVabiliW\ and immediaWel\ engaged Whe helS of Whe 
YicWim¶V caUeUV Wo VXSSoUW Whe YicWim dXUing Whe inYeVWigaWion. The officeU alVo aSSlied 
foU VSecial meaVXUeV foU Whe WUial and made conWacW ZiWh Whe YicWim¶V geneUal 
SUacWiWioneU, Zho ZUoWe a leWWeU Wo Whe coXUW e[Slaining Zh\ Whe YicWim ZoXld find giYing 
eYidence e[WUemel\ diVWUeVVing. AV a UeVXlW, Whe VXVSecW ZaV idenWified afWeU an 
e[WenViYe WUaZl WhUoXgh CCTV fooWage and foXnd gXilW\ aW coXUW. 
The fiUVW VeW of SUoblem SUofileV VhoZed WhaW ZheUe Whe Solice ZeUe Wold aboXW a 
diVabled ZiWneVV¶V condiWion WhUoXgh a hoXVing officeU, caUeU oU menWal healWh VXSSoUW 
Weam, Whe\ ZeUe able Wo XWiliVe Whe e[iVWing VXSSoUW WhaW ZaV alUead\ in Slace foU Whe 
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ZiWneVV. In one e[amSle Whe Solice ZoUked ZiWh a menWal healWh UecoYeU\ Weam foU a 
Slanned aUUeVW of a diVabled ZiWneVV anWiciSaWing WhaW he ZoXld SUobabl\ need Wo be 
VecWioned.  The Vecond VeW of SUoblem SUofileV demonVWUaWed hoZ idenWificaWion of 
DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime eaUl\ in Whe inYeVWigaWion coXld lead Wo an effecWiYe UeVolXWion foU 
boWh Whe YicWim and Whe offendeU. A 45-\eaU old ZheelchaiU XVeU UeSoUWed being 
aSSUoached b\ an oldeU man Zho Wook hold of hiV ankleV and When XVed an objecW Wo 
WoXch hiV cheVW ZhilVW mXmbling. The YicWim VhoXWed aW Whe man Wo leW go and Whe Solice 
ZeUe called. UVing CCTV Whe Solice locaWed Whe VXVSecW in a local VhoS. He ZaV 
aUUeVWed and Waken inWo Solice cXVWod\. The Solice officeU idenWified Whe incidenW aV a 
DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime. HoZeYeU, Zhen Whe officeU VSoke Wo Whe VXVSecW, he UecogniVed 
WhaW Whe VXVSecW mighW himVelf haYe a menWal imSaiUmenW and on fXUWheU inYeVWigaWion 
he diVcoYeUed WhaW Whe VXVSecW had Vchi]oShUenia. The VXVSecW ZaV e[WUemel\ 
aSologeWic, and Whe officeU comSleWed a commXniW\ UeVolXWion, giYing Whe YicWim and Whe 
VXVSecW an oSSoUWXniW\ Wo meeW. DXUing WhiV meeWing, Whe YicWim had a chance Wo haYe 
hiV Yoice heaUd and Whe VXVSecW ZaV able Wo aSologiVe. 
TheVe e[amSleV demonVWUaWe Whe imSoUWance in SUacWice of Whe ZoUding of Whe 
NPCC/CPS aSSUoYed definiWion of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.  In Whe caVe in Zhich Whe 
offendeU WaUgeWed Whe man ZiWh YaVcXlaU demenWia foU Whe SXUSoVeV of WhefW, Whe officeU 
idenWified Whe offence aV a DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.   The offendeU coXld noW be Vaid Wo be 
³moWiYaWed b\ hoVWiliW\´ bXW coXld aUgXabl\ be ³moWiYaWed b\« pUejXdice baVed on a 
peUVon¶V diVabiliW\ oU peUceiYed diVabiliW\´ and WhXV fall ZiWhin Whe NPCC/CPS definiWion 
of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.  A lack of conViVWenc\ in aSSl\ing Whe definiWion ma\ alVo 
e[Slain Whe comSaUaWiYel\ loZ nXmbeU of caVeV flagged aV DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime Zhich 
UeceiYe VenWence XSlifW. HMICFRS and HMCPSI UeSoUWed: 
 ³In Whe 12 monWhV Wo DecembeU 2017, Whe XplifW ZaV applied in 68.6% of caVeV 
ZheUe an applicaWion ZaV made«. ThiV conWinXeV a poViWiYe peUfoUmance WUend, 
ZiWh \eaU-on-\eaU impUoYemenWV Vince 2015-16 Zhen Whe applicaWion UaWe ZaV 
onl\ 33.8%.´126 
A change in Whe ZoUding Wo PUofeVVoU WalWeUV¶ ³moWiYaWed b\ UeaVon of diVabiliW\´ ZoXld 
UedXce VWill fXUWheU Whe SoWenWial foU confXVion aV Wo ZheWheU a cUime coXld be flagged 
aV a DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.127   
 
5.1.3 TKH CURZQ PURVHFXWLRQ SHUYLFH aQG JXGLFLaU\128 
 
While commending ³a mXch gUeaWeU aZaUeneVV noZ amongVW pUoVecXWoUV of V.146´ in 
2018 than there had been in 2015, HMICFRS and HMCPSI reported: 
 
³TheUe iV VWill Vome confXVion, aV demonVWUaWed b\ an endoUVemenW on a file 
examined:  
 
126 Above n19 [4.6] p16 
127 See discussion above on the definition of Disability Hate Crime at [2.2] 
128 See also [5.3.1] and [6.1] beloZ foU addiWional commenW on diVabled ZiWneVVeV¶ coXUW e[SeUienceV. 
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Objectively this could be perceived as a hate crime, however I am not certain 
the motivation is due to a hostility towards the disabilities of the patients. The 
Court should they deem this to be a disability hate crime can reflect this in the 
VenWencing XplifW.´129 
 
EYen if a caVe comeV Wo coXUW, jXdgeV ma\ noW imSoVe enhanced VenWencing foU 
DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.  AV diVcXVVed aboYe aW  [2.3.2] and [4], eYen Zhen Whe CPS haV 
flagged WhaW Whe caVe iV one of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime, jXdgeV, deVSiWe Whe facW WhaW Whe\ 
haYe acceSWed WhaW a ZiWneVV UeTXiUeV VSecial meaVXUeV foU giYing eYidence in Whe WUial, 
Zill noW neceVVaUil\ UecogniVe DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime, ofWen becaXVe, in WheiU e\eV, Whe 
SeUSeWUaWoU did noW ³demonVWUaWe hoVWiliW\´ noU ZaV he ³moWiYaWed b\ hoVWiliW\´ Zhen 
commiWWing Whe cUime. 
 
5.2 Lack of Recording of Disability Hate Crime  
 
Mike SmiWh VXggeVWed WhaW ³WhiV lack of recognition leads to a lack of recording of 
bXll\ing, anWiVocial behaYioXU and cUime aV linked Wo diVabiliW\.´130  RecoUding of 
DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime b\ Whe Solice iV eVVenWial foU Whe legal SUoWecWion of DiVabled 
WiWneVVeV.  It is the job of the police to record an offence/incident as Disability Hate 
CUime b\ ³flagging´ iW aV VXch on Whe comSXWeU UecoUdV.  IW iV onl\ Zhen ³flagged´ WhaW 
the court ³mXVW WUeaW Whe facW WhaW Whe offence ZaV commiWWed in an\ of WhoVe 
circumstances as an aggravating factor´.131  One of the problems that has been raised 
is that Disability Hate Crimes are often recorded as criminal damage or anti-social 
behaviour (ASB).  It is evident from the police profiles that incidents concerning 
disabled witnesses are quite complex, with allegations not only made against the 
witness but sometimes by the witnesses themselves.  All the offences in the 2009-12 
MPS problem profiles were recorded as anti-social behaviour or harassment, and, as 
has been mentioned in [5.1], there were occasions when the police tried to resolve the 
issues without any form of criminal sanction. None of these profiles recorded the crime 
as Disability Hate Crime, even though these reports were made almost ten years after 
the CJA had come into force. In the HMICFRS report in 2015, errors were found in the 
recording of data relating to Disability Hate Crime by the police and the CPS.  A 
number of reports lacked information to show they complied with the agreed definition 
of Disability Hate Crime because it was not made explicit who had perceived the crime 
Wo be moWiYaWed b\ hoVWiliW\ oU SUejXdice againVW Whe YicWim¶V diVabiliW\ oU SeUceiYed 
disability. 
 
The DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW haV been made aZaUe of ViWXaWionV ZheUe Whe 
UeVSonding officeU haV noW UecogniVed a cUime aV a DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime, and 
conVeTXenWl\, haV failed Wo UecoUd iW aV VXch, WhXV deSUiYing Whe YicWimV of a Uemed\, 
VomeWimeV eYen Zhen adYiVed b\ a DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime SUofeVVional WhaW Whe cUime 
VhoXld be flagged aV VXch.  One UecenW e[amSle ZaV Whe SainWing of Whe ZoUdV ³child 
moleVWeUV´ in ZhiWe SainW on Whe blXe fUonW dooU of Whe home of VeYeUal adXlWV ZiWh 
 
129 Above n19 [4.5] p16 
130 Above n57 p123 
131 Section 146(3)(a) CJA   
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leaUning diVabiliWieV.  NoW onl\ ZaV Whe cUime UecoUded aV cUiminal damage ZiWhoXW a 
flag foU DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime bXW, in addiWion, onl\ one YicWim (Whe UegiVWeUed oZneU) 
ZaV UecoUded. In facW, all Whe UeVidenWV of Whe mXlWi-occXSanc\ SUoSeUW\ ZeUe YicWimV.  
EYenWXall\, Whe aVViVWance of Whe local CUime and HaWe CUime AdYocac\ SeUYice led Wo 
Whe incidenW being flagged aV a DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.  Flagging in WhiV Za\ meanW WhaW 
Whe inYeVWigaWing officeU ZaV able Wo VSeak Wo Whe local haWe cUime adYocaWe Zho ZaV 
When able Wo UeSUeVenW Whe YicWimV and demonVWUaWe hoZ Whe cUime had affecWed Whem.  
ThiV coXld lead Wo an aggUaYaWed VenWence XndeU V.146 CJA, Zhich, in WXUn, ZoXld 
mean WhaW Whe diVabled ZiWneVVeV Zill be UeSUeVenWed in Whe cUime figXUeV aV YicWimV of 
DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.132 
DeVSiWe Whe facW WhaW Whe 2016-17 figXUeV VhoZed a 53% incUeaVe in Whe UecoUding of 
DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime fUom 2015-16 (5,558133 comSaUed ZiWh 3,629 in 2015/16134) 
Zhich in WXUn ZaV Whe laUgeVW incUeaVe in Whe UecoUding of haWe cUime foU all fiYe 
chaUacWeUiVWicV,135  WheUe VWill VeemV Wo be a diVSaUiW\ beWZeen Whe figXUeV foU Race HaWe 
CUime and WhoVe foU DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.  The JoinW InVSecWion of Whe Handling of 
CaVeV inYolYing DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime b\ Whe HMICFRS and HMCPSI in OcWobeU 2018 
foXnd WhaW Whe DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime flag had onl\ been XVed in 63 of Whe 90 caVeV WhaW 
ZeUe e[amined.136 The  HMICFRS inVSecWion  in JXl\ 2018 inWo hoZ Solice foUceV deal 
ZiWh haWe incidenWV and cUimeV alVo idenWified Whe Vame findingV.137 ThiV indicaWeV WhaW 
Whe UecoUding of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime haV noW been accXUaWe and SoWenWiall\ Whe figXUeV 
aUe higheU Whan WhoVe UecoUded dXe Wo Whe facW WhaW a nXmbeU of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUimeV 
aUe going XnUecoUded.  The Home Office SXblicaWion, HaWe CUime, England and WaleV 
2017/18, VhoZV WhaW, ZheUeaV WheUe ZeUe 71,251 Race HaWe CUimeV UecoUded in 2017-
18, WheUe ZeUe onl\ 7,226 UecoUded DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUimeV.   When bUoken doZn inWo 
diffeUenW VXbgUoXSV, Whe diVSaUiW\ VeemV eYen moUe maUked.  FoU e[amSle, oXW of Whe 
33,332 Yiolence againVW Whe SeUVon haWe cUimeV UecoUded in 2017-18, 22,135 ZeUe 
flagged aV Race HaWe CUime bXW onl\ 3,124 aV DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.   FXUWheU 
eYidence WhaW UecoUding iV Woo loZ iV Whe CUime SXUYe\ foU England and WaleV¶ eVWimaWe 
WhaW WheUe aUe 52,000 diVabiliW\ moWiYaWed haWe cUimeV SeU \eaU.138   
SimilaUl\, a comSaUaWiYe VWXd\ of Whe figXUeV foU VSecific aUeaV foU 2017-18 VhoZ WhaW 
WheUe ³can be VignificanW flXcWXaWionV in peUfoUmance fUom TXaUWeU Wo TXaUWeU´.139  FoU 
e[amSle, Whe 2017-18 figXUeV foU UecoUded incidenWV of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime in 
London, Whe aUea ZiWh Whe moVW UecoUded incidenWV of HaWe CUime, 20,806 in WoWal, ZaV 
462, Zhile Whe figXUe foU Whe NoUWh WeVW140, Whe aUea ZiWh Whe Vecond moVW UecoUded 
incidenWV aW 16,168, ZaV 1,023.  AV Colin Finch obVeUYed,  
 
132 Disabled Witness Project Interview August 2018. 
133 Police recorded crime, Home Office 2016/17. 
134 Police recorded crime, Home Office 2015/16 
135 Above n19 [2.6] p6 
136 above n19 [2.6] p6 
137 HMICFRS Understanding the difference. The initial police response to hate crime, July 2018 [4.5] p9. 
138 Quoted in House of Commons Petitions Committee, Online abuse and the experience of disabled people 
above n17 [31] p31   
139  Above n19 [2.8] p6 
140 Cheshire, Cumbria, Greater Manchester, Lancashire and Merseyside 
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³The inconViVWencieV VWill e[iVW«. aVking Whe UighW TXeVWionV and flagging WhingV 
iV VWill one of Whe biggeVW iVVXeV.´141 
 
TheUe iV alVo eYidence WhaW idenWificaWion of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime, Zhich in WXUn Zill 
lead Wo incUeaVed flagging of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime, coXld be imSUoYed WhUoXgh WUaining.  
IniWiaWiYeV VXch aV µDiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime MATTERS¶ coXld be one VXch Uemed\. 
LaXnched in MaUch 2016 b\ Whe MPS and InclXVion London, Whe µDiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime 
MATTERS¶ iniWiaWiYe XVed Whe mnemonic ³MATTERS´ Wo VSell oXW e[acWl\ hoZ UeSoUWV 
of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime VhoXld be UecoUded and flagged b\ Solice officeUV. Following 
the launch of Disability Hate Crime MATTERS, the MPS saw an increase in the 
number of recorded Disability Hate Crimes from 357 in 2015/16142 to 666 in 
2016/17.143 In 2017/18, however, only 462 Disability Hate Crimes were recorded 
because the initiative stalled.144 Two reasons have been suggested for this, the first 
could be  ³iniWiaWiYe faWigXe´145 as a result of  the police being  consistently  asked to 
change their priorities without having nearly enough time to put into practice what they 
have been asked to learn. The second reason reported to the Disabled Witness 
Project was that the officers responsible for delivering the briefings left or changed 
roles with the result that the training was either not delivered or not delivered properly. 
It is clear that such an initiative has merit and can have an impact in raising awareness 
of Disability Hate Crime amongst police officers but it needs to be maintained in order 
for that impact to be consistent. The DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW ZelcomeV Whe neZV WhaW 
Whe MPS SlanV Wo UelaXnch WhiV iniWiaWiYe.146   
In OcWobeU 2018, Whe JoinW InVSecWion of Handling CaVeV of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime 
idenWified foXU iVVXeV WhaW Chief ConVWableV needed Wo addUeVV.  All foXU UelaWed Wo Whe 
idenWificaWion and WUanVfeUence of infoUmaWion Wo Whe CPS. Chief ConVWableV VhoXld 
enVXUe, fiUVWl\, WhaW Whe V\VWem foU UeTXeVWing chaUging VhoXld cleaUl\ idenWif\ a caVe 
aV one Zhich Whe Solice conVideUed Wo be a DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime;  Vecondl\, WhaW caVeV 
inYolYing DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime VhoXld be accXUaWel\ flagged in accoUdance ZiWh Whe 
Home Office coXnWing UXleV; WhiUdl\ WhaW WheUe ZaV effecWiYe VXSeUYiVion of all DiVabiliW\ 
HaWe CUime caVeV and foXUWhl\, WhaW YicWimV aUe giYen Whe oSSoUWXniW\ Wo make a 
SeUVonal VWaWemenW and WhaW WhaW VWaWemenW iV foUZaUded Wo Whe CPS.147  The CPS in 
WXUn VhoXld ZoUk ZiWh Whe NPCC Wo UeYiVe Whe Solice VecWion of Whe MG3 UecoUd of 
chaUging deciVion Vo iW can be flagged cleaUl\ hoZ, accoUding Wo Whe definiWion, Whe 
Solice conVideU WhaW iW iV a DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime. The CPS VhoXld alVo ³modif\ Whe 
pUoVecXWoU app Wo alloZ Whe pUoVecXWoU aW coXUW Wo check Whe UeleYanW bo[ on Whe caVe 
managemenW V\VWem Zhich VhoZV WhaW Whe V.146 XplifW haV been applied b\ Whe coXUW´.  
In addiWion, indiYidXal SUoVecXWoUV aW Whe chaUging VWage oU iniWial UeYieZ VWageV in 
Solice-chaUged caVeV mXVW VeW oXW cleaUl\ on Whe CPS managemenW V\VWem Zh\ Whe 
 
141 Disabled Witness Project Interview August 2018. 
142 Police recorded crime, Home Office 2015/16. 
143 Police recorded crime, Home Office 2016/17. 
144 Police recorded crime, Home Office 2017/18. 
145 Colin Finch, Disabled Witness Project Interview August 2018. 
146 For a more detailed discussion of Disability Hate Crime MATTERS and police training see Hewitt Louise and 
Laycock Angela, Promoting Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses, University of Greenwich August 2019 n8 
147 Above n19 p4 
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caVe VhoXld be flagged and comSl\ ZiWh Whe UeTXiUemenW Wo Vend a VecWion146 leWWeU 
Wo Whe coXUW and Whe defence and comSliance VhoXld be moniWoUed b\ AUea HaWe CUime 
Co-oUdinaWoUV.148 
In ASUil 2019, Whe Home Office made iW mandaWoU\ foU all Solice VeUYiceV Wo flag HaWe 
CUime in accoUdance ZiWh Whe coXnWing UXleV foU UecoUded cUime.149   The DiVabled 
WiWneVV PUojecW hoSeV WhaW WhiV iniWiaWiYe Zill lead Wo fXUWheU WUaining foU Solice officeUV 
in UecogniWion and UecoUding DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime, Zhich in WXUn Zill lead Wo an incUeaVe 
in Whe UecoUding of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime locall\ and naWionall\. 
 
5.3 Lack of Reporting of Disability Hate Crime 
5.3.1 Low Confidence and Trust in System of Reporting and in Criminal Justice 
System 
The EHRC opens its observations about civil and criminal justice in its Key policy and 
legal developments section to the 2019 report, Is Britain Fairer? with the following 
observation: 
³Public confidence and trust in the civil and criminal justice systems across 
Britain are crucial.  
Lack of trust in the justice system can affect how people engage with it, which 
in turn can lead to different outcomes.´150 
TheUe iV geneUal agUeemenW among VWakeholdeUV WhaW inconViVWenc\ in UeVSonVe Wo 
UeSoUWing of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime iV one of Whe main UeaVonV foU lack of UeSoUWing and 
conVeTXenWl\ Whe UelaWiYe SaXciW\ of conYicWionV foU DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.  A SooU 
UeVSonVe can deWeU a ZiWneVV Wo DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime fUom UeSoUWing.   One inWeUYieZee 
Wold Whe DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW aboXW heU negaWiYe e[SeUience of UeSoUWing a 
DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime Wo Whe Solice. When Vhe WeleShoned Whe Solice Wo UeSoUW being 
knocked oXW of heU ZheelchaiU, Vhe ZaV Wold WhaW Whe\ ZeUe Woo bXV\ Wo aWWend Whe 
Vcene. On heU Za\ home, Vhe called in Wo BUi[Won Solice VWaWion Wo giYe Whem a 
VWaWemenW aboXW ZhaW had haSSened, aW Zhich SoinW Whe Solice became embaUUaVVed 
and aSologiVed. She Wold Whe DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW WhaW Vhe belieYed WhiV Wo be SaUW 
of a biggeU iVVXe: Whe cUiminal jXVWice V\VWem SeUceiYed heU noW Wo haYe cUedibiliW\ aV a 
 
148 Above n19 p3 
149 The Home Office counting rules for recorded crime help to ensure that crimes are recorded consistently and 
accurately by all police forces in England and Wales.  All five strands of Hate Crime are included under the 
counting rules. available at 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/791106/count-
flags-apr-2019.pdf accessed 24 May 2019. 
150 Above n94 
RecommendaWion ThUee:  In YieZ of Whe lack of conViVWenc\ in UecoUding DiVabiliW\ 
HaWe CUime, Whe DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW UecommendV WhaW WheUe VhoXld be a 
UeYieZ of innovative strategies for effective policing of Disability Hate Crime at  force 
level, which could provide the foundations for changes in national police policy and 
procedure.    
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ZiWneVV becaXVe of heU diVabiliW\.151   ThiV laWWeU obVeUYaWion WhaW diVabled SeoSle aUe 
noW SeUceiYed Wo haYe cUedibiliW\ aV ZiWneVVeV iV VXSSoUWed b\ Whe eYidence giYen Wo 
Whe HoXVe of CommonV PeWiWionV CommiWWee inTXiU\ inWo online abXVe and Whe 
e[SeUience of diVabled SeoSle aV ke\ UeaVonV foU lack of UeSoUWing:  
 
³BelieYing people iV Ueall\ impoUWanW and noW Veeing Whe diVabiliW\ bXW Veeing Whe 
peUVon´152; ³The biggeVW baUUieU Ze face iV diVbelief b\ pUofeVVionalV and Whe 
beliWWling of ZhaW Ze e[peUience and Whe impacW of iW.´153    
 
 
A Vecond ke\ facWoU foU XndeU-UeSoUWing b\ ZiWneVVeV iV Whe lack of Uemed\ once 
DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime iV UeSoUWed dXe Wo Whe inadeTXac\ of Whe e[iVWing legiVlaWion. 
Andie Gbedemah VXmmaUiVed boWh WheVe facWoUV: 
 
³I Whink WheUe iV YeU\ loZ confidence and WUXVW aUoXnd Whe V\VWem of UepoUWing 
becaXVe people feel Whe\ Zon¶W be belieYed. The\ peUhapV Whink ZhaW¶V 
happened Wo Whem iV noW VeUioXV enoXgh Wo boWheU Whe police ZiWh and WhaWµV 
e[aceUbaWed Zhen Vomeone comeV foUZaUd, Whe\ UepoUW and WheUe iVn¶W 
an\Whing WhaW Whe peUpeWUaWoU can be chaUged ZiWh; Vo a loW of iW comeV back Wo 
Whe laZ and iVVXeV aUoXnd Whe laZ and Whe facW WhaW, ZiWh Whe beVW Zill in Whe 
ZoUld, police and Whe pUoVecXWoUV aUen¶W When going Wo be able Wo giYe people 
Whe oXWcome Whe\ aUe looking foU Zhen Whe\ UepoUW if Whe\ don¶W haYe Whe 
mechaniVm Wo do WhaW in legiVlaWion.´154 
 
The lengWh of Whe SUoceVV of giYing eYidence can alVo be YeU\ off-SXWWing, eYen foU a 
VeaVoned diVabiliW\ camSaigneU, SaUWicXlaUl\ Zhen a VaWiVfacWoU\ oXWcome iV Xnlikel\.  
Anne NoYiV e[Slained WhaW Vhe did noW alZa\V UeSoUW abXVe: 
 
³So Zh\ ZoXld \oX ZanW Wo do iW?  NoZ, I goW abXVed in GUeenZich MaUkeW a 
coXple of ZeekV ago and I¶Ye noW UepoUWed iW becaXVe I don¶W ZanW Wo go WhUoXgh 
all Whe haVVle and knoZ iW Zon¶W go Wo coXUW and noWhing Zill happen. The peUVon 
Zon¶W be caXghW, Vo ZhaW iV Whe poinW. And WhaW¶V eYen me Zho iV YeU\ aZaUe 
and knoZing WhaW acWXall\ VWaWV. aUe TXiWe impoUWanW«. So, Zhen \oX geW WhoVe 
WhingV like Whe YeUbal abXVe in Whe VWUeeW, \oX jXVW Whink, WhiV iV going Wo be 
VeYeUal hoXUV of giYing a VWaWemenW. ThaW¶V acWXall\ noW going Wo geW an\ZheUe. 
WhaW Zill be iV one flagged UepoUW of diVabiliW\ haWe cUime, WhaW¶V all iW Zill be. 
And WheUe iV a loW of effoUW I need Wo pXW in foU WhaW«Vo WhaW¶V ZhaW a loW of XV aUe 
feeling WhaW \oX jXVW haYen¶W goW Whe eneUg\.´155 
The evidence above indicates the importance of the police being proactive and quick 
in their response to reports of Disability Hate Crime.  
 
151 Disabled Witness Project Interview September 2016; see also [7.1] below 
152 Amy Clarke, Digital Assistant, Mencap, House of Commons Petitions Committee, Online abuse and the 
experience of disabled people n3 above at 15.11.00 accessed 7 May 2019 
153 Anne Novis MBE, disability campaigner, Inclusion London, above n3 
154 Andie Gbedemah, Public Affairs Officer, Dimensions, above n3, accessed 7 May 2019 
155 Disabled Witness Project Interview September 2016 
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When the police service has engaged in good practice they have done so well.  The 
Disabled Witness Project has watched, with permission form the MPS, video-taped 
interviews provided by the disabled witness. The MPS police officers who conducted 
the interviews did so with care and attention. They clearly explained what was 
happening in the interview room. The police officer was patient in waiting for a 
response to the questions he asked.  He also checked that the witness understood the 
questions, which were open questions. The questioning, however, did go on for a long 
time without a break, although, when the witness became upset from the questioning, 
the interviewer did stop the process and comfort him. There was clearly a development 
in technology between the two interviews. The first interview depended on a limited 
number of pictures and words in a book with a personal assistant looking for signs 
from the witness as to when to stop at a particular word or picture.  In the second 
interview the witness was able to express himself through an electronic device. 
A second example of interviewing technique illustrates the need for disability 
awareness training for police officers. A disabled witness was targeted by street 
beggars who followed him home and pushed past him to get access to his house and 
subsequently stole some money from a cash tin.  The witness is functionally illiterate.  
The police took Whe ZiWneVV¶V statement on video and allowed an advocate to support 
him at the police station. The advocate reported to the Disabled Witness Project that 
the interview was conducted with thought and care and attention, however, some of 
the words and expressions used by the investigating officer made it difficult for the 
witness to understand fully.  For example, when the police officers had used the word 
³diagram´, the advocate could see that the witness did not know what a diagram was 
but that he did not have the confidence to tell the police officers that he did not 
understand what they were asking him to do.  It would have been more appropriate 
foU Whe Solice officeUV Wo aVk Whe ZiWneVV Wo dUaZ a ³SicWXUe´. The advocate commented 
that it was the small details that matter when responding to a report of Disability Hate 
Crime.  For example, if an officer says, ³We¶ll caWch XS laWeU´, most people would not 
expect that to be today but a disabled witness with learning disabilities may take that 
literally.   
The advocate reported that he was in a position to give feedback to the police officers 
so that they would be able to gain a more accurate report from  a witness with learning 
disabilities in future.156 This example highlights the importance of face to face training 
initiatives such as Disability Hate Crime MATTERS, which involve disabled witnesses, 
to enable police officers and civilian receptionists to understand how best to respond 
to disabled witnesses reporting Disability Hate Crime.  
PUeYioXV negaWiYe e[SeUienceV of Whe WUial SUoceVV can alVo deWeU diVabled ZiWneVVeV 
fUom UeSoUWing DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime.  TheUe UemainV a need foU diVabiliW\ aZaUeneVV 
WUaining foU laZ\eUV and coXUW officialV aV illXVWUaWed b\ Whe e[SeUience of one DiVabled 
WiWneVV PUojecW inWeUYieZee: 
 
 
156 Disabled Witness Project Interview August 2018 
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³I goW UXn oYeU . . . I¶m in a ZheelchaiU«. I went to court and the guy who was 
supposed to be representing me . . . he more of less insulted me. He thought I 
didn¶W knoZ ZhaW Za\ ZaV Xp. He Zalked inWo Whe Uoom, he didn¶W Veem 
inWeUeVWed in me . . . and he Vaid, ³WhaW da\ iV iW?«. LXckil\ foU me I¶m not a 
dooUmaW«I¶Ye goW iW all WheUe«. He Wold me becaXVe I¶m diVabled, I¶m noW a 
credible witness. I showed him«. He tried to say I ran into the car. I said if I 
had run into the car, iW¶V a miUacle I am heUe. He VaW doZn afWeU WhaW.´157 
 
Recently, some progress has been made in the training of advocates.  In 2016, the 
same year as the above interview, the Inns of Court College of Advocacy (ICCA) was 
established and the Advocacy and the Vulnerable National Training Programme: The 
20 Principles of Questioning introduced.  Professor Penny Cooper158 and colleagues, 
writing in the International Journal of Evidence and Proof, praised what was ³Wo Whe 
aXWhoUV¶ knoZledge«Whe fiUVW, ZideVpUead, poVW-qualification advocacy training 
initiative in England and WaleV«Wo impUoYe Whe TXeVWioning of YXlneUable ZiWneVVeV 
and defendanWV´ but expressed concern that very few of the principles were 
underpinned by evidence-based research: 
 ³This review (of the 20 Principles) highlights a need for further research into 
advocacy as it is practised in courtrooms and the research evidence base for 
pUincipleV of effecWiYe ZiWneVVing in coXUW«.The aXWhoUV inYiWe Whe LaZ 
Commission of England and Wales to instigate a review of the handling of 
witness evidence because there appears to be a yawning gap in law where a 
research evidence-based approach to witness evidence should exist.´159   
The 2019 Understanding Courts report argues that legal professionals should be 
trained to assess the needs of all lay users160 before trial, not just those designated by 
law as ³vulnerable´ under s.16 YJCEA - all lay users find themselves in an alien 
culture: 
 
From the moment a member of the public enters a court or tribunal building, 
they find themselves in an unfamiliar, intimidating environment. They must 
negotiate security, find the relevant courtroom, and try to make sense of the 
process and outcome of the hearing. Increasingly, they must also represent 
themselves. These features are exacerbated by the fact that legal professionals 
and judges are often not representative of the people using our courts ± in 
particular in terms of gender, racial, ethnic and socio-economic background. 
The look, manner and language of court professionals can alienate many 
members of the public who do not identify with their culture, lifestyle and 
 
157 Interview September 2016; see below Part III Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses of Disability Hate 
Crime: Common Law  
158Co-FoXndeU and  ChaiU of The AdYocaWe¶V GaWeZa\   
159 Above n24 
160 ³In WhiV UepoUW, Ze have inWended Whe WeUm ³la\ XVeU´ Wo inclXde all non-professional individual participants 
spanning the full range of civil, family, administrative and criminal proceedings.30 This includes those playing a 
part in the proceedings, whether in person or through a representative, and/or being directly impacted by the 
outcome of proceedings, such as jurors, victims, defendants, claimants, respondents and other witnesses, as 
Zell aV WheiU famil\ and membeUV of Whe commXniW\ aWWending Whe heaUing.´ Above n25 [1.17] p12 
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heritage.  This can create a perception of the courts as being not only remote 
but lacking legiWimac\.´161 
 
 
Consequently, the authors of Understanding Courts argue, there is a need for a 
³cXlWXUal oU pUofeVVional VhifW« Wo incUeaVe aZaUeneVV among pUofeVVional coXUW XVeUV 
of how they treat lay users and their experience of procedural justice.´162   To achieve 
this: 
 
³All coXUW pUofeVVionalV VhoXld be encoXUaged WhUoXgh WUaining, conWinXing 
professional development and reflective processes to put themselves regularly 
in Whe la\ XVeU¶V VhoeV, inYolYing boWh acWiYe and obVeUYaWional methods such 
as sitting in the witness box and dock, using the video link, sitting in court to 
observe a trial that is not their own, and shadowing intermediaries and support 
volunteers.´163 
 
This cultural shift: 
  
³UeTXiUeV coXUW and legal professionals to appreciate that people giving 
eYidence ma\ noW be officiall\ ³YXlneUable´ accoUding Wo legal definiWionV bXW 
nevertheless may be having to recount an incident that was violent or traumatic. 
Moreover, the anxiety of giving evidence makes all witnesses inherently 
vulnerable ± and by varying degrees ± to the process of questioning, to which 
advocates must not become desensitised.´164 
 
The report makes two key suggestions as to how to bring about the recommended 
³cXlWXUal VhifW´, Zhich iW argues has already begun.165  Firstly: 
³WhaW Whe TXeVWioning of ZiWneVVeV VhoXld alZa\V be adapWed Wo Whe needV and 
understanding of the witness to ensure that they can give their best evidence 
and to promote comprehension on the part of participants to the hearing.  This 
principle should be applicable across all jurisdictions and in respect of all 
witnesses, not merely in cases where witnesses are formally identified as 
µYXlneUable oU inWimidaWed¶ oU pUe-recording under section 28 YJCEA is 
available. It should also have in mind all lay users in the courtroom when 
foUmXlaWing TXeVWionV.´166 
Such an approach, though costly and time-consuming, would ensure greater equality 
in access to justice for all.  Every witness could be the subject of a Ground Rules 
 
161 Above n25 Introduction [1.1] p4 
162 Above n 25 [3.62] p87 
163 Above n25, [2.60] p50; see also [6.1] below for further recommendations for improving access to justice for 
Whe ³la\ XVeU´ 
164 Above n25 [3.62] p87 
165 Above  
166 Above n25 [3.66] p88-9 
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Hearing in which the personnel involved in the trial167 would consider if any 
adjustments needed to be made to facilitate the giving of evidence.  This would 
overcome the problematic nature of s.16 YJCEA and the need to designate a witness 
aV ³YXlneUable´ in oUdeU Wo gain adjXVWmenWV diVcXVVed aboYe aW [2.3.2].  Disabled 
witnesses of Disability Hate Crime would no longer be treated as ³YXlneUable´ peU Ve 
though like ³any other witness, (they) might, or indeed might not, be found to be in a 
³YXlneUable ViWXaWion´168 which requires adjustment.   
Secondly:  
 
³New and continuing practitioner training providers and regulators should train 
advocates to adapt the style of their questioning routinely to the needs and level 
of understanding of the lay user being questioned.  In particular, BPTC and 
Higher Rights Advocacy training should embed these principles in the criteria 
for witness examination assessments.169 
 
These suggestions are summarised in Recommendation 32 of the report: 
 
³TUaining pUoYideUV VhoXld make ZiWneVV handling and commXnicaWion ZiWh la\ 
people key components of legal professional training. They must also do more 
to provide opportunities to speak with lay people about their experiences of 
courts, to instil in students from the outset of their training that they should not 
leave their ordinary ability to communicate with non-lawyers at the door of court, 
but take it in with them and apply it. Teaching ± at all stages of professional 
training ± should harbour a culture of respect for, and communication with, lay 
people.´170 
 
 
5.3.2 The need to improve access to reporting 
A fXUWheU UeaVon foU Whe lack of UeSoUWing of DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime iV Whe XVe of 
Wechnolog\ foU UeSoUWing.  One DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW inWeUYieZee VSoke aboXW Whe 
difficXlWieV Vhe had had in making a comSlainW aboXW VafegXaUding, Va\ing WhaW Vhe felW 
Whe Solice ZeUe ³failing in WheiU dXW\ Wo pUoWecW people´: 
 
167 The CPS prosecutor, the magistrates/judge and the trial advocates and an intermediary if the witness has 
communication disabilities 
168 Above n28 
169 Above n25 [3.68] p89 
170Above n25, p111; See also [2.3.2] and Part III Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses of Disability Hate 
Crime: Common Law [6.1] & [ 6.2] 
Recommendation Four: The Disabled Witness Project recommends developing 
strategies to raise recognition, reporting and recording of Disability Hate Crime, 
including publicity campaigns and training of police, members of the Criminal Justice 
System and disabled witnesses. All reviews and training relating to Disability Hate 
Crime and access to justice should be conducted in consultation with, and where 
possible, led by disabled people. 
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³We geW an aXWomaWed UeVponVe Va\ing Uing Whe police. WhaW Whe hell iV WhaW? 
HaYe Whe police noW Wime Wo UeVpond Wo iVVXeV WhaW VhoXld be iUoned oXW b\ Whe 
VafegXaUding people?´171 
 
The lack of UeVSonVe Zhen UeSoUWing online ZaV alVo a feaWXUe of Whe eYidence Am\ 
ClaUke, DigiWal AVViVWanW, MencaS, gaYe Wo Whe HoXVe of CommonV CommiWWee Online 
abXVe and Whe e[SeUience of diVabled SeoSle. TUXe ViVion iV Whe cXUUenW online 
UeSoUWing Wool.   Am\ ClaUke VXggeVWed WhaW WheUe VhoXld be a liYe chaW faciliW\ oU eYen 
a Shone nXmbeU WhaW a ZiWneVV coXld Uing if Whe\ goW inWo difficXlWieV UeSoUWing.   
 
The DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW heaUd eYidence fUom moUe Whan one ZiWneVV WhaW 
UeSoUWing online aV a meWhod foU UeSoUWing DiVabiliW\ HaWe CUime ³aXWomaWicall\ 
e[clXdeV Vome people´.  One \oXngeU inWeUYieZee VXggeVWed WhaW ³Whe majoUiW\ of 
oldeU people ZeUe e[clXded paUWl\ becaXVe of a feeling Whe\ can¶W do iW´ WhoXgh a loW of 
Whe Wime Whe\ SUobabl\ coXld.  She also mentioned that people with dyslexia, reading 
difficulties, visual impairments and learning disabilities also had difficulties with 
reporting online.  Another interviewee commented that, in addition to an impairment 
causing difficulties in using the internet, disabled people are often on low incomes and 
so do not have access to the internet at home. ³TheUefoUe, online UepoUWing 
immediaWel\ becomeV UeVWUicWiYe and inhibiWV Whe poVVibiliW\ of Whe cUime being UepoUWed 
aW all.´172  
 
A fXUWheU baUUieU Wo UeSoUWing haV been Whe cloVXUe of man\ Solice VWaWionV and Vome 
TPR cenWUeV dXe Wo cXWV in fXnding.  In iWV 2019 UeSoUW, Whe EHRC commenWed XSon 
Whe nXmbeU of cloVXUeV Wo cUiminal and ciYil coXUWV aV SaUW of a modeUniVaWion 
SUogUamme ³driven by the aim of using technology to enhance access to the justice 
system and to make the system more proportionate´. The EHRC ZenW on Wo e[SUeVV 
conceUn aboXW WheVe cloVXUeV: 
 
³OYeU 100 coXUW and WUibXnal bXildingV haYe cloVed Vince 2014.The impacW on 
pUedicWed WUaYel WimeV aV a UeVXlW of pUopoVed cloVXUeV ZaV deemed Wo be 
minimal b\ Whe MOJ (2016b), bXW Whe anal\ViV ZoXld haYe been VWUongeU if iW 
had inclXded fXUWheU eYidence on coXUW XVeUV ZiWh a Uange of pUoWecWed 
chaUacWeUiVWicV, eVpeciall\ diVabled people.´173  
The cloVXUe of Whe coXUWV, Whe EHRC obVeUYed, made iW haUdeU foU diVabled SeoSle and 
WhoVe ZiWh caUing UeVSonVibiliWieV Wo acceVV coXUWV ZheUe Yideo heaUingV aUe noW 
aSSUoSUiaWe.174 
 
AV UecenWl\ aV JXl\ 2019, Whe SoliciWoUV¶ JoXUnal UeSoUWed WhaW Whe LaZ SocieW\ had 
made a SXblic Slea Wo BoUiV JohnVon Zhen he became PUime MiniVWeU Wo addUeVV Whe 
 
171 Disabled Witness Project Interview September 2016 
172 Disabled Witness Project Interview August 2018 
173 Above n94 [6.3.2] p131 
174 Above n94 [6.3.2] p123 
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XndeUinYeVWmenW in Whe CUiminal JXVWice S\VWem.  LaZ SocieW\ PUeVidenW, Simon DaYiV, 
ZaV TXoWed aV Va\ing:  
³If \oX ZanW jXVWice \oX haYe Wo inYeVW ± decadeV of cXWV Wo WhiV fXndamenWal 
paUW of oXU coXnWU\¶V infUaVWUXcWXUe mean Whe Zhole V\VWem iV cUXmbling.´ 
He admiWWed WhaW eYeU\ oUganiVaWion haV iWV ³liVW of aVkV of Whe neZ ToU\ leadeU ± bXW 
feZ WhingV damage Whe coXnWU\¶V healWh moUe Whan Whe XndeUmining of oXU jXVWice 
V\VWem.´ 175  The Law Society asked the new government to make urgent changes to 
criminal legal aid fees and to conduct an independent economic review of the long-
term viability of the criminal legal aid system.    
 
A few months earlier, the EHRC had noted the urgency of the situation in its report: 
  
³RemXneUaWion foU cUiminal legal aid caVeV had come XndeU fiUe. In JanXaU\ 
2018, the Law Society issued proceedings against the MOJ to challenge a 
decision to implement further cuts to legal aid, in a bid to reverse a cut to 
LiWigaWoUV¶ GUadXaWed Fee Scheme. In addiWion, Whe CUiminal BaU AVVociaWion 
called on its members to refuse instructions on all legal aid cases, and to be 
prepared to go on strike, in reaction to changes in Whe AdYocaWeV¶ GUadXaWed 
Fee Scheme.´176 
In February, Steve Hynes, then Director of the Legal Action Group, in an article in the 
New Law Journal had also warned against the serious consequences that would be 
caused by further cuts to legal aid, observing: 
³In an adYeUVaUial jXVWice V\VWem, iW iV eVVenWial Wo Xphold Whe pUinciple of eTXaliW\ 
before the law. Reductions to legal aid though, are leading to a system which 
iV open onl\ Wo WhoVe Zho can affoUd iW Zhile e[clXding moVW oWheU ciWi]enV.´177 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
175 26 JXl\ 2019 SoliciWoUV¶ journal news available at http://www.solicitorsjournal.com/news/201907/prime-
minister-johnson-urged-place-criminal-and-civil-justice-heart-priorities  
176 Above n94 p124 
177Steve Hynes, The New Law Journal/2019 Volume 169/Issue 7827, February/Articles/Birthday wishes ± 169 
NLJ 7827, p7 
Recommendation Five: In addition to a review of the legislation in relation to 
Disability Hate Crime, there is also a need for a review of access to reporting of 
Disability Hate Crime and the impact of cuts in government spending on the pre-
trial and trial process.  
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Part III 
ACCESS TO JUSTICE FOR DISABLED WITNESSES OF                     
DISABILITY HATE CRIME: COMMON LAW 
6. R v Christopher Killick: Achieving Access to Justice through Precedent 
The Common Law through the precedents set by R v Christopher Killick [2011] EWCA 
Crim1608 has proved an important vehicle not only for facilitating access to justice for 
disabled witnesses and the recognition of disability rights as human rights but also for 
the introduction of YicWimV¶ UighWV inWo Whe adversarial Criminal Justice System. 
R v Killick was the result of a series of attempts to achieve a hearing for three 
witnesses of sexual assault, the integrity of whose evidence had initially been rejected 
because of speech disabilities due to cerebral palsy.  The witnesseV¶ evidence, once 
presented in court, not only achieved a criminal conviction for the offence but also 
compensation in the civil law courts for the YicWimV¶ initial treatment by the police and 
CPS.  This set a precedent which led to significant changes in police and CPS policy 
and practice in order to facilitate disabled witnesses in giving evidence.  The current 
CPS instructions in the Special Measures, Legal Guidelines, for example, are a direct 
consequence of the precedent set in R v Killick: 
³Prosecutors must avoid incorrect judgments being made about disabled 
people's reliability or credibility as a witness giving evidence in court. Such 
judgments may lead to an incorrect charging decision or could undermine the 
potential success of a prosecution.´178 
A second precedent set by the judgment in R v Killick was the recognition of the right 
of a victim of a crime to seek a review of the CPS decision not to prosecute: 
³AV a decision not to prosecute is in reality a final decision for a victim, there 
must be a right to seek a review of such a decision, particularly as the police 
haYe VXch a UighW XndeU Whe chaUging gXidance.´179 
 
Reflecting on the importance of R v Killick, the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP), 
Zho laXnched Whe VicWimV¶ RighW Wo ReYieZ (VRR) Vcheme giYing ³effecW Wo Whe 
principles set out in Killick,´180 wrote: 
³Onl\ Zhen YicWimV and WheiU UepUeVenWaWiYeV and championV VWaUWed Wo find a 
voice and only when international human rights law developed the notion of 
YicWimV¶ UighWV, did Whe WUadiWional model begin Wo bUeak doZn, oU eYen come 
under any pressure to change.  In this regard, positive rights under human 
rights law promise and deliver a good deal more negative freedoms under the 
common laZ.´181 
 
178 Above n6 
179 R v Killick [2011] EWCA Crim1608 [48] 
180 CPS VicWimV¶ RighW Wo ReYieZ Scheme, aYailable aW  https://www.cps.gov.uk/legal-guidance/victims-right-
review-scheme accessed 19 August 2019 
181 Above n44 p786 
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Though R v Killick was not recognised as an authority for Disability Hate Crime, the 
case provides insight into the practical issues relating to access to justice for disabled 
witnesses of crime and how remedies might be achieved through the operation of the 
law.  
 
6.1 Achieving Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses through Precedent 
 
In 2010, soon after the decision to try the case in the Central Criminal Court, John 
Bowater, GAD Senior Advocate and advisor to the Killick victims throughout their fight 
to give evidence, observed that ³all the hurdles´ they had had to overcome were 
because the Criminal Justice System was ³VlanWed WoZaUdV non-disabled individuals.  
If you can communicate, \oX can make XVe of Whe V\VWem.´182   The Court of Appeal 
judgment in 2011 reinterpreted the law and in so doing began to redress the balance 
in the Criminal Justice System by facilitating the use of the system by disabled 
witnesses through recognising the integrity and credibility of their evidence. 
As discussed above in Part II, the initial hurdle to access to justice is that a crime must 
first be reported to the police before it can be investigated.  If the abuser is the 
ZiWneVV¶V personal assistant or carer, then there may not be an opportunity to report 
the crime as there may not be a time when a witness is without that person.   Though, 
in the case of the Killick witnesses it was an acquaintance, not the personal assistant, 
who was the abuser, the opportunity arose only when GAD¶V Senior Advocate visited 
one of the witnesses to advise on his independent living arrangements.  Once aware, 
the advocate assisted the three witnesses with reporting the assaults to the police who 
then conducted ABE interviews.183 
However, the main hurdle for the Killick witnesses was the failure of the CPS to 
prosecute ³on gUoXndV WheUe ZaV no realistic prospect of conviction,´184 because, the 
CPS argued, the ZiWneVVeV¶ communication disabilities would prevent them from 
giving evidence that was credible in court and that evidence was crucial to the success 
of the case against the perpetrator.   LoUd JXVWice ThomaV¶ jXdgmenW docXmenWV Whe 
many attempts on behalf of the witnesses, in the five years before the Court of Appeal 
hearing, Wo gain a comSleWe UeYieZ of Whe CPS¶ deciVion.185 In August 2007, the 
ZiWneVVeV¶ VoliciWoUV, appointed by the EHRC, challenged the decision not to 
prosecute, firstly, by sending a letter to the CPS stating that there should be an 
application for judicial review giving ³gUoXndV foU conWending WhaW Whe deciVion ZaV 
unreasonable, in breach of the Code of Practice for Victims of Crime and contrary to 
Whe pUoYiVionV of Whe DiVabiliW\ DiVcUiminaWion AcWV 1995 and 2005´, and secondly, by 
issuing proceedings against the CPS under the Disability Discrimination Acts. This 
caused the CPS to agree to conduct a review. However, the review only considered 
whether the conduct of the CPS in making the decision was reasonable rather than 
Whe meUiWV of Whe ZiWneVVeV¶ caVe.  Consequently, the outcome of the review was 
 
182 CEDRM-UK Interview 15 April 2010 
183 See above [5.1.2] and [5.3] for further details on reporting and police interviews of Disability Hate Crime   
184 Above n179 [20] 
185 Above n179 [20]-[28] 
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confirmation that there was ³no gUoXndV foU diVWXUbing Whe deciVion noW Wo 
pUoVecXWe.´186 
Finally, in September 2009, the CPS initiated ³a third tier UeYieZ´ in response to a pre-
acWion SUoWocol leWWeU VenW b\ Whe ZiWneVVeV¶ VoliciWoUV 
³indicaWing WheiU inWention to commence judicial review proceedings on the basis 
that the decision not to prosecute was irrational and on other grounds, including 
that the decision was arrived at unlawfully by taking into account the 
complainanWV' VWaWXV aV diVabled peUVonV.´ 187 
This review was carried out by the Principal Legal Adviser to the DPP, who, unlike the 
other reviewers, did not ³restrict(ed) herself to deciding whether the previous decisions 
ZeUe UeaVonable bXW conVideUed Whe maWWeU afUeVh.´  She concluded that, while the 
previous decisions were not unreasonable, they were wrong since  
³there was a realistic prospect of conviction and that it was in the public interest 
WhaW WheUe VhoXld be a pUoVecXWion.´ 188 
 
Once the decision to prosecute had been made, everything was done to accommodate 
the witnesses.  The GAD Advocacy Service had special dispensation to accompany 
the witnesses.  The judge met the three witnesses to assess their needs.  As a result, 
to facilitate the witnesses in giving evidence: one of the three was provided with a court 
intermediary; when being cross-examined by the defence barrister, breaks were 
granted whenever the witnesses needed them, and the days finished early.  The GAD 
Senior Advocate reported that he believed that, as far as the criminal case was 
concerned, ³all WhUee of Whe YicWimV goW jXVWice´ and that the decisions were 
³XndeUVWandable and pUobabl\ coUUecW´.189  However, he was less satisfied with the 
arrangements made for these witnesses when bringing an action for compensation in 
the civil courts.  For example, the pre-trial meeting to discuss support for the witnesses 
in giving evidence was held in a long thin room impractical for wheelchairs so that the 
individuals had to be carried through the building.  In addition, it took far too long for 
the action to come to court and the compensation awarded was far less than the 
baUUiVWeU¶V oSinion had forecast.  ³Compensation is available but only when the system 
has taken so long so that people become apathetic, Whe\ haYen¶W goW Whe eneUg\.´190 
 
In 2010, the  experience of providing an advocacy service for the three Killick 
witnesses in both trials led John Bowater to recommend that the police needed greater 
training in taking pre-trial statements and that judges should be mandated to carry out 
an assessment of the adjustments required to facilitate the giving of evidence 
beforehand which would include the presence of an ³EnableU´ to give advice.191    As 
reported above, there remains a need for further training of police, advocates, judges 
 
186 Above n170 [28] 
187 Above n179 [36] 
188 Above n179 [36] 
189 John Bowater, CEDRM-UK Interview, April 2010 
190 John Bowater, CEDRM-UK Interview, December 2010 
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and court officials.192  However, considerable advances have been made in facilitating 
disabled witnesses to give evidence, particularly in the Criminal and Family courts. 
Ground Rules Hearings,193 not unlike the type of hearing suggested by John Bowater, 
are held to assess the needs of those legally recognised under s.16 YJCEA as 
³YXlneUable ZiWneVVeV´  (children and witnesses who ³VXffeU fUom menWal diVoUdeU´, 
have ³a VignificanW impaiUmenW of inWelligence and Vocial fXncWioning´ or ³a ph\Vical 
disability or is suffering from a ph\Vical diVoUdeU´).  Even so, some witnesses who need 
adjustments to facilitate the giving of evidence do not qualify under section 16.194  More 
importantly, the assistance provided is not uniform across all courts, hence the 
following recommendation by JUSTICE in its 2019 report: 
 ³We recommend that reasonable adjustments to enable lay users to provide 
their best evidence should be available in all courts and tribunals where the 
needs of a fair trial demand it. This includes an obligation to consider whether 
any party or witness has a particular vulnerability or other need for an 
adjustment. In order to achieve this, we consider that best practice should generally 
be consolidated and promoted across different courts and jurisdictions« the Civil 
Procedure Rules should be amended along the lines of the Family Procedure 
Rules and similarly require that courts have regard to the civil TAG Toolkit. In 
particular, expert assistance from the Ministry of Justice Registered 
Intermediary Scheme should be available for all lay users who need it, across 
all jurisdictions.´195   
 
 
6.2 VLFWLPV¶ RLJKW WR RHYLHZ: BaOaQFLQJ RLJKWV LQ WKH AGYHUVaULaO S\VWHP 
The judgment in R v Killick was the first step towards incorporating human rights into 
the Criminal Justice System.  Underpinning the judgment was recognition of the right 
of every individual to a fair trial.  This right was guaranteed in international law through 
the ECHR and had been incorporated into UK law by the Human Rights Act 1998. 
HoZeYeU, Whe mechaniVm foU achieYing Whe ZiWneVVeV¶ UighW Wo a review of Whe CPS¶ 
decision not to prosecute was precedent and the acceptance of a guarantee in 
European Law, even though it had not, as yet, come into force.  The Court of Appeal 
UejecWed Whe aSSellanW¶V claim WhaW the ³complainanWV had no UighW Wo UeTXeVW a UeYieZ 
of a decision not to prosecute in contradistinction to the ability to make "a complaint"196 
not only on procedural but also on human rights grounds. 
 
The Court of ASSeal¶s first approach was to examine past procedure and precedent. 
Not only did the internal CPS Guidelines state that where a challenge was likely to 
give rise to a judicial review, the decision not to prosecute should be re-viewed and if 
³iW iV decided WhaW Whe oUiginal deciVion ZaV ZUong, immediaWe acWion VhoXld be Waken 
(if poVVible) Wo UecWif\ Whe deciVion´197  but in addition: 
 
192 See above at [5.3.1] 
193 See above at [5.3.1] 
194 Above n25 l4.12]; see discussion above at [2.3.2] 
195 Above n25 [4.16]; Understanding Courts aXWhoUV¶ emShaViV 
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 ³It has been established that there is a right of an interested person to seek 
judicial review of a decision not to prosecute (See R v DPP ex p C[1995] 1 Cr  
App 136); it would therefore be disproportionate for a public authority not to 
haYe a V\VWem of UeYieZ ZiWhoXW UecoXUVe Wo coXUW pUoceedingV.´ 198   
 
It was, however, the CoXUW¶V second approach, foUeVhadoZed in Whe fiUVW b\ Whe CoXUW¶V 
UefeUence Wo ³a SXblic aXWhoUiW\´, that introduced human rights into the Criminal Justice 
System: 
 
³In determining whether in the circumstances there was an abuse of process, 
regard must be had to the rights of the complainants to have the decision 
reviewed.´199 
 
The reason for this decision was that such a right was already guaranteed in principle 
in domestic law and would be guaranteed more precisely through Whe goYeUnmenW¶V 
commitment to existing provisions in EU law: 
 
³We can discern no reason why what these complainants were doing was 
other than exercising their right to seek a review about the prosecutor's 
decision. That right under the law and procedure of England and Wales is in 
essence the same as the right expressed in Article 10 of the Draft EU 
Directive on establishing minimum standards on the rights, support and 
protection of victims of crime dated 18 May 2011 which provides:  
  
"Member States shall ensure that victims have the right to have any decision 
not to prosecute reviewed."  
  
See also the Explanatory Memorandum of the Ministry of Justice dated          
2 June 2011.´ 200 
 
The Court of Appeal made clear that the final decision rested with the ³independenW 
prosecutor´, Zho VhoXld ³Ueach a deciVion impaUWiall\, VXbjecW onl\ Wo UeYieZ b\ Whe 
courts under well established principles.´ 201  One key principle was that the prosecutor 
must take into account the interests of the State as well as those of the defendant and 
the victim.  The VicWimV¶ RighW Wo ReYieZ (VRR) scheme was launched in June 2013, 
putting into effect the principles outlined in the Killick judgment. R v Killick 
demonstrates how, through the common law, greater equality before the law can be 
achieved.  As Dr Kirchengast, University of Sydney, has observed:  
³While R v Killick demonstrates that such rights may not become meaningful 
for the victim until they are given local context by consideration by the courts 
(or parliament), the case does show how international norms for the treatment 
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of victims may come to modify criminal law and procedure identified as 
e[clXding Whe YicWim XndeU an adYeUVaUial model.´202 
 
 
6.3 A way forward: Disability Hate Crime, Human Rights and the Common Law 
 
The acceptance of rights as part of the Criminal Justice System in R v Killick began 
the change in the discourse relating to Disability Hate Crime. In March 2012, the 
Government published Challenge iW, ReSoUW iW, SWoS iW: The GoYeUnmenW¶V Plan Wo 
Tackle Hate Crime in which it reaffirmed and justified its ³polic\ appUoach Wo haWe 
cUime´ as being ³baVed on a hXman UighWV appUoach´: 
 
³IW iV noW, aV Vome ZoXld claim, a Vign of miVgXided poliWical coUUecWneVV. 
Protection from targeted abuse, regardless of how it manifests, is a right we 
all share whether we are part of the minority or majority population. We 
believe that it is right to focus our efforts on those who are most at risk, and to 
aspire to a position where we all share the same right, to live free from abuse 
baVed on oXU peUVonal chaUacWeUiVWic.´203 
Human rights instruments and the common law provide opportunities for tackling 
Disability Hate Crime.  Reflecting on VRR, the role of human rights and the common 
law, Sir Keir Starmer QC observed: 
 ³VicWimV¶ UighWV present a fundamental challenge to the basic criminal justice 
model which has been in place in most common law countries for decades if 
noW cenWXUieV; WhaW ke\ deYelopmenWV in YicWimV¶ UighWV ZoXld noW haYe Waken 
place without the positive approach of human rights law (comparing here to the 
negative freedoms approach of the common law); and that the readjustment of 
our criminal jXVWice aUUangemenWV Wo accommodaWe YicWimV¶ UighWV, ZhilVW Zell 
and truly under way, is far from complete.´204 
 
As reported in Part I, the UNCRPD has played an important part in achieving access 
to justice for disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime.  ECHR  Article 10, right to 
life; Article 15, freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment and Article16, freedom from exploitation, violence and abuse are all 
relevant to Disability Hate Crime, while Protocol 12, which removes the limitation of 
ECHR AUWicle 14¶V limiWaWion of SUohibiWion of diVcUiminaWion Wo Whe UighWV in Whe ECHR 
only and guarantees that no one shall be discriminated against on any ground by any 
public authority, if ratified, would also assist in achieving justice for disabled witnesses 
of Disability Hate Crime.  
  
 
202 KiUchengaVW T (2016) VicWimV¶ UighWV and Whe UighW Wo UeYieZ. A coUollaU\ of Whe YicWim¶V SUe-trial rights to justice. 
International Journal for Crime and Justice and Social Democracy 5(4): 103-115, p105. 
DOI:10.5204/ijcjsd.v5i4.295. available at https://www.crimejusticejournal.com/article/view/832 
203 Home Office (2012), Challenge iW, ReSoUW iW, SWoS iW: The GoYeUnmenW¶V Plan Wo Tackle HaWe CUime [1.6] S6, 
available at  https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/challenge-it-report-it-stop-it  
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Recommendation Six: The Social Model of Disability and the Human Rights Model 
of Disability have proved invaluable tools in facilitating access to justice for 
disabled persons.  The Disabled Witness Project recommends their continued use 
when reforming the law relating to Disability Hate Crime. 
 
Recommendation Seven: Examination of the pre-trial and trial process in this 
report has been centred around the case of R v Killick which, though not identified 
as a Disability Hate Crime case, demonstrates how the common law can provide 
access to justice for disabled witnesses and can even change the Criminal Justice 
S\VWem Wo incoUSoUaWe a UecogniWion of YicWimV¶ UighWV. A more specific review of 
how far in practice reforms in the pre-trial and trial process achieve access to 
justice for disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime - including the role of 
advocacy and support services, legal aid, court procedure and special measures - 
would be an important contribution to ensuring access to justice for disabled 
witnesses of Disability Hate Crime. 
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Part IV 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
7. Facilitating Access to Justice for Disabled Witnesses of Disability 
Hate Crime 
Recommendation One 
The Disabled Witness Project recommends that there should be a full review of the 
XVe of Whe WeUm µYXlneUable¶ in Whe CUiminal Justice System in consultation with disabled 
people with a view to changing such references in the context of Disability Hate Crime. 
 
Recommendation Two: There is a need for a detailed review of the efficacy of the 
Criminal Law to protect disabled witnesses of Disability Hate Crime with a view to 
reform. 
 
RecommendaWion ThUee:  In YieZ of Whe lack of conViVWenc\ in UecoUding DiVabiliW\ HaWe 
CUime, Whe DiVabled WiWneVV PUojecW UecommendV WhaW WheUe VhoXld be a UeYieZ of 
innovative strategies for effective policing of Disability Hate Crime at  force level, which 
could provide the foundations for changes in national police policy and procedure.    
Recommendation Four: The Disabled Witness Project recommends developing 
strategies to raise recognition, reporting and recording of Disability Hate Crime, 
including publicity campaigns and training of police, members of the Criminal Justice 
System and disabled witnesses. All reviews and training relating to Disability Hate 
Crime and access to justice should be conducted in consultation with, and where 
possible, led by disabled people. 
 
Recommendation Five: In addition to a review of the legislation in relation to Disability 
Hate Crime, there is also a need for a review of access to reporting of Disability Hate 
Crime and the impact of cuts in government spending on the pre-trial and trial process. 
 
Recommendation Six: The Social Model of Disability and the Human Rights Model of 
Disability have proved invaluable tools in facilitating access to justice for disabled 
persons.  The Disabled Witness Project recommends their continued use when 
reforming the law relating to Disability Hate Crime. 
 
Recommendation Seven: Examination of the pre-trial and trial process in this report 
has been centred around the case of R v Killick which though not identified as a 
Disability Hate Crime case, demonstrates how the common law can provide access to 
justice for disabled witnesses and can even change the Criminal Justice System to 
incoUSoUaWe a UecogniWion of YicWimV¶ UighWV. A more specific review of how far in practice 
reforms in the pre-trial and trial process achieve access to justice for disabled 
witnesses of Disability Hate Crime - including the role of advocacy and support 
services, legal aid, court procedure and special measures - would be an important 
contribution to ensuring access to justice for disabled witnesses of Disability Hate 
Crime. 
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Annex 1 
Section 146 CJA: Enhanced Sentence for aggravation related to disability 
(1)  This section applies where the court is considering the seriousness of an offence     
committed in any of the circumstances mentioned in subsection (2). 
 
(2)  Those circumstances are² 
(a) that, at the time of committing the offence, or immediately before or after 
doing so, the offender demonstrated towards the victim of the offence hostility 
based on²«. 
 (ii)a diVabiliW\ (oU SUeVXmed diVabiliW\) of Whe YicWim, oU«. 
 (b) that the offence is motivated (wholly or partly)² 
 (ii)by hostility towards persons who have a disability or a particular 
disability 
(3) The court² 
(a)must treat the fact that the offence was committed in any of those 
circumstances as an aggravating factor, and 
(b)must state in open court that the offence was committed in such 
circumstances. 
(4) It is immaterial for the purposes of paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (2) whether 
oU noW Whe offendeU¶V hoVWiliW\ iV alVo baVed, Wo an\ e[WenW, on an\ oWheU facWoU noW 
mentioned in that paragraph. 
(5) In this secWion ³diVabiliW\´ meanV an\ Sh\Vical oU menWal imSaiUmenW.´ 
 
Annex 2 
Section 145 CJA: Increase in sentences for racial or religious aggravation 
(1) This section applies where a court is considering the seriousness of an offence 
other than one under sections 29 to 32 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (c. 37) 
(racially or religiously aggravated assaults, criminal damage, public order offences and 
harassment etc). 
(2) If the offence was racially or religiously aggravated, the court² 
(a) must treat that fact as an aggravating factor, and 
(b) must state in open court that the offence was so aggravated. 
(3) SecWion 28 of Whe CUime and DiVoUdeU AcW 1998 (meaning of ³Uaciall\ oU UeligioXVl\ 
aggUaYaWed´) aSSlieV foU Whe SXUSoVeV of WhiV VecWion aV iW aSSlieV for the purposes of 
sections 29 to 32 of that Act.  
